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Executive Summary

The CERES project represents a long-term commitment of LLNL's Global
Climate Research Division to the EPA. Our goal is to build an Earth System Model
(F_M) with the ability in the near future to assist EPA in carrying out its responsibilities
in the environmental policy and assessment arena, with particular emphasis on the
terrestrial ecosystem components of the Earth system.

• There are two complementary aspects of the CERES development plan. The first
is to provide a computational framework and modeling infrastructure for ESM
development. The goal is to create an "open architecture"enabling submodels from
different _ch groups studying terrstrial ecosystems to become part of a fully-coupled
model of the Earth'sclimate system. The second goal is to contribute fundamentally to
understanding of the terrestrial component of the Earth system by developing advanced
models.

During this first phase of the CERES project, these two activities have been
somewhat separate; the software engineering and framework building activity having
been done in parallel with terrestrial model development. These two activities are
merging as the framework becomes more mature, with robust software tools, and with a
growing complement of tuned and benchmarked submodels and as the ecosystem models
become fully incorporated into the ESM modeling framework.

We have made substantial progress on both fronts. On the framework
development side, we have brought to maturity a concept for integrating large collecti(ms
of complex submodels in a way that is expected to scale favorably with the number of
submodels. This strategy has been implemented first in several stages becoming more
robust and sophistica_t at each stage.

Part of this process has also been to identifythe relevant submodels needed for
the baseline ESM, and to begin simple coupling experiments. These experiments are
designed to further define the softwareengineering demands at this stage by bringing to
the surface all the relevant details of coupling the system.

With respect to terrestrialmodel development, the design and implementation of
the TERRA model, begun originally with internal laboratory funding, has made
substantial progress under CERES support. A global carbon and nitrogen cycling model
has been built, calibrated, and tested in an equilibrium calculation of global net primary
productivity and compared with satellite data. Preliminary studies have also been done to
set the stage for a vegetation dynamics model.

Complementary work on components of a terrestial ecosystem model has also
been supported under this project at Oak Ridge National Laboratory in the work of
William Emanuel and his colleagues. On timescales from decades to centuries, the model
simulates responses to perturbations by human activities_ such as forest harvest and
clearing, and to global environmental changes including rising atmospheric CO2
concentration and climatic change. The model is intended for analyzing chazJges in

0 atmospheric CO2 from preindustrial conditions through the fossil fuel era. Eventually,
the model will also treat nitrogen cycling and the effects of increased nitrogen during the
industrial era.

t

The foUowmg describes these activities in more detail and summarizes progress in
each area.
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Selection and incorporation of component models for the ESM

One of the goals of the CERES project during the first year has been to identify
the major components of the baseline model configuration and to define and understand,
at least to first order, the linkages and interactions among them. Since the CERES ESM
framework design is an open architecture, these component selections can be changed, as
future needs evolve, with minimal disruption.

Atmospheric General Circulation Model

The atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM) selected for the CERES
baseline configuration is the UCLA model. LLNL has acquired this code through its
collaboration with the group at UCLA headed by Mechoso. This model is an explicit,
finite difference grid-point model based on the algorithms described by Arakawa and
Lamb.t The original code has been modified substantially over the past two years to
permit it to be run portably on a number of massively parallel computers, as well as
current generation machines. This is expected to be a great advantage as computational
demands grow. The UCLA AGCM is currently running in the CERES ESM framework.

Ocean General Circulation Model

The next major component is the ocean general circulation model (OGCM). Our
OGCM is based on the Modular Ocean Model (MOM) of the NOAA Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL). Like the UCLA AGCM, our version of MOM has also
been substantially modified for parallel computing and is portable to a number of both
parallel and non-parallel machines. Physics modifications we have made include the
addition of a parallel version of the sea ice model of Josef Oberhuber2, and an alternative
momentum relaxalion scheme invented by Greg Holloway 3 at the Canadian Instimde of
Ocean Scieneces. This version has recently been benchmarked in a transport study of
carbon-14 transport and compared with published results and with the results of other
models. The MOM model has also been wrapped for incorporation in the CERES
framework.

Land Surface Processes

At the boundary between the AGCM and the Earth'ssurface we must have an
appropriate model to describe the transferof moisture, momentum, and energy. Such
models are generically called SVATs for Surface Vegetation Atmospheric Transfer.

I Arakawa, A., and V.R. Lamb, 1977. Computational design of the basic dynamical
processes of the UCLA general circulation model. Methods in Computational Physics
17:173-265.

20berhuber, Josef M, Simulation of the Atlantic Circulation with a Coupled Sea Ice-
Mixed Layer- Isopycnal General Circulation Model. PartI: Model Description, J.
Physical Oceanography, 23, 282 (1993).

t

3 tiolloway, Greg, Representing Topographic Stress for Large-Scale Ocean Models, J.
Physical Oceanography, 22, 1033 (1992).
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Our original choice for _ role was the BATS (Biosphere Atmosphere Transfer
System) model of Dickenson. This code is normally distributed to the climate community
as a single grid-point model. Thus one of the steps in our incorporation of the model into
our framework has been to put the model on a global grid and to interface it with global

, data. The modified version has since been successfully benchmarked against the original
test suite and preliminary AGCM-SVAT coupled calculations have been performed
within the framework.

We have also acquired the Sib2 model (Simple Biosphere) ,t This is another
widely recognized SVAT model and is believed to be more advanced by some than
BATS. As with BATS, we have had to prepare Sib2 for global calculation as a part of
incorporating it in the framework, but have found this job considerably easier because of
our experience with BATS. One of our f'u'stsets of model comparisons is likely to be a
comparison of results using these two different SVAT models.

Chemistry

There are two candidates for atmospheric chemistry and transport, each develol_d
at LLNL.

The fLrStis the GRANTOUR model. GRANTOUR is a Lagrangian formulation
that transports chemical species via constant mass parcels. As a chemical tracermodel it
simulates important chemical and physical processes including source emissions;
chemical reactions; transport due to advection, diffusion and convection; dry and wet
deposition; as well as condensation and nucleation. Grantour has been successfully
employed to study the atmospheric cycles of nitrogen, sulfur, carbonaceous aerosols,
radon, berillium-7, and CFC-I I. Work is continuing to use GRANTOUR to study the
global carbon cycle and tropospheric ozone.

The second model is called IMPACT (Integrated Massively Parallel Atmospheric
Chemical Transport). IMPACT has been designed to be the next generation chemistry

model. The chemical species move relative to a 3-D fixed Eulerian grid, making it
appropriate for studies of both tropospheric and slratospheric processes on parallel
computers. An advanced transport algorithm ensures accurate solutions with a minimum
of dispersion or diffusion. It also includes advanced techniques for the calculation of
chemical and photolytic processes using a solution procedure explicitly for stiff chemical
equations and allowing for the complete evaluation of photolysis mechanisms. The code
design allows user selection of arbitrary reaction formulations, with emphasis on systems
dealing with ozone and other species important to climate and climate change.

Terrestrial Biogeochemistry

The terrestrial biogeochemistry is an essential component of the F._th System
Model. Its scope spans a number of processes related to the cycling of various chemical
elements in the vegetation and soft. Our model called TERRA will be described in more
detail below. It is fundamentally the model of Raich et al. which cycles carbon and
nitrogen in the vegetation and soils. The intention is to extend its capabilities to handle

#,

i,

4 Collatz, James G. Lahovari Bounova, Piers Sellers, SiB2 Documentation and Fortran
Code Listing,. Version 1.0, December, 1993.
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long-termsoil decompositionby mergingtheCENTURYmodel (Patton,eL al5), and
D_6

Marine Biogeochemistry

The initialglobal modelof marinebiogeochemistryis theHamburgthree-
dimensional_ CarbonCycle Model HAMOCCof Maier-Reimer.7 We are
modifyingtheHamburgcode to explore issues relatingto the impactof marinebiology..
on _c absorptionof enthropogenicCO2.One of the questionswe wantto answer_s
how would circulationchanges affectmarinebiological productivity?We are
approachingthisquestionthrougha novel "inverse"approach,asking "Whatwould the
results of a marinebiology model needto be in orderto recoverobservednutrient(and
other chemical)distributionsin the ocean?" We havecompletedpreliminarycalculations
that aredescribedin somewhatmore detail below.

Vegetation Response

An importantaspectof the ESM is to understandthe impactof climatechanges on
vegetation.We have no suitablemodel at this time for vegetationchange. A reasonable
"stub"for this componentis the simple rule-basedscheme of Holdfidge.This model,
based on the notionof "life zones", simplyassigns by lookupa potential vegetation type
basedon annualaveragesof moistureand energy.We will likely performsome
vegetation impact studiesusing the Holdridgescheme as a placeholderfor more
sophisticatedmodelsto come.

Hydrology

There aretwo aspects of hydrologythat maybe importanton the global scale.
One is waterbalance, i.e., determiningthe equilibriummoisturecontentof the soil layers.
Some waterbalance calculationsaredone aspartof the SVAT models describedabove.
Some terrestrialbiogeochemical modelshave their own waterbalance models because
they arejudged moreappropriatefor technicalreasonsrelatedto the intimatecouplingof
availablewaterand plantphysiology.To some degree waterbalancecan be regardedas a
separateentity andthen becomes partof a hydrologymodel. The othercomponentof a
hydrologymodel is surfacetransport.We have notas yet identifieda suitableglobal
hydrologymodel. Relative to other processes the transportof waterby riversystems to
the ocean may be minor in the global context.We mayalso rely for a timeon the water
balance models imbedded in SVATs.However, it is expectedthatwe will more
thoroughly addressthis issue in the future,perhapsbasedon experienceat the regional
scale.

5 Patton,W.J.,D.S. Schimel,C.V. Cole, andD.S. Ojima.1987. Analysis of factors
controlling soil organicmatterlevel in GreatPlainsgrasslands.Soil Science Society of
AmericaJournal51:1173-1179.

6 Li, C. 1992. A modelof nitrousoxide evolution fromsoil drivenby rainfallevents: 1.
Modelstructureandsensitivity. J. of GeophysicalResearch97(D9):9759-9776.

7 Maier-Reimer,E., Geochemicalcycles in an ocean generalcirculationmodel.
PreindustrialTracerDistributions,Glob. Biogeochem.Cycles, vol. 7, pp. 645 - 677,
1993.
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Model development

TERRA

As part of the effort to construct a prototype full Earth System model, we have
undertaken the intensive study of processes internal to the Tert'estrialEcosystem
component of the Earth System and intensive development of the corresponding

" Terrestrial System models. Our aim is to ultimately provide a framework for the entire
terrestrial component of the ESM from p_ in the soil all the way up to and
including fluxes of moisture, momentum, energy, and chemical elements to the
atmosphere. A detailed and comprehensive report on these acfivites is given in the
accompanying report (Kercher, eL al.s). Here we summarize and highlight the work that
has been done to date.

The terrestrial ecosystem subproject has two specific areas of study. The first area
is the terrestrial contribution to biogeochemical cycling within the Earth System. Our
objectives within this first area are: (1) to develop a globally distributed model of
terrestrial ecosystem productivity and elemental cycling (TERRA) using a grid structure
similar to that of a general circulation model (GCM); (2) to link this model to the CERES
submodels of atmospheric chemistry and ocean biogeochemistry; and (3) to use this
coupled system to explore the dynamics of global biogeochemical cycles and greenhouse
gas concentrations. The second area of study is the interactions of climate and land
ecosystems. Our objectives within this second area are: (1) to develop models of
vegetation response to climate (HABITAT); (2) to couple the CERES atmospheric, land
surface, and HABITAT submodels together as a fully interacting combination; and (3) to
study the dynamics of climate change and vegetation response.

TERRA Progress Prior to October 1992

While the EPA project began in FY93, EPA has achieved considerable leverage
of its funds because of the terrestrial model development that began in FY92 under the
auspices of the Earth System Modeling Director's Initiative funded from the internal
Laboratory Directed Research program. In FY92, we developed the local ecosystem
productivi_ and biogeochemical cycling model from which the global model is
constructed. The local ecosystem model is a generic productivity-and-cycling model that
calculates water fluxes of evaporation, transpiration,and runoff; carbon fluxes of gross
primary productivity, litterfall, and respiration; and nitrogen fluxes of vegetation uptake,
litterfaU, mineralization, and system loss. The state variables are soil water content,
carbon in live vegetation, carbon in soil, nitrogen in live vegetation, organic nitrogen in
soil and litter, and available inorganic nitrogen aggregating nitrites, nitrates, and

s Kercher, J. W., J. Q. Chambers, J. S. Amthor, and M. C. Axelrod, Progress Report on
Terrestrial Model Development: Research in Support of the CERF_ Earth System

, Modeling Project, LLNL CERES Technical Report, March, 1994. See Appendix 2
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ammonia.The waterbalancemodel is basedon the DAYTRANSmodel of Running9and
the cycling model is based on TEMof Ralch et al.lo

One of our subpmjectswas to find a suitableway of calibratingTERRAfor each
of the 17 vegetationtypes in the model so that a globalcalculation could be
performed.Thisrequiredthe adjustmentof eight parametersto satisfy sensible
equilibriumconditions(e.g., that the inputto the carbonvegetationcompartmentoverone
year is equal to observednet primaryproductivityplus total plant respiration).The initial
conditions forthe statevariablesandotherquantitiesfor the 17 vegetationtypes aregiven
by McGuireet al.t I Duringcalibration,the gridcell model is runiteratively,annually
varyingthe 8 calibration parametersuntilsteadystate is achieved.

We have calibratedthese eight parametersfor the 17 vegetation typesusing data
found in McGuireet al. We inputvalues of lqfound in Raichet al. and Lyonset al.n
Data for climatic variableswere takenfromMullerts and NOAA.14The parameters
determined in the calibration werein agreementwith generalnotionsof ecosystem
behavior.

We performeda sensitivityanalysisof totalcarbon sequestrationof the grid
model. In thiswe calculatedthe change in the totalcarboncontentof the systemas each
parameterwas increasedby 10%.Theresultsof thiscalculationaregiven in thereportby
Kercher,et. al.

We have begunto develop models of theresponseof vegetation to climate.That
is, we assumethatenvironmentalvariables,principallyclimatein conjunction with soil
properties,determine the vegetationlife forms growingin anyspecific locality. In this,

9 Running,S.W. 1984. Documentationandpreliminaryvalidationof H2OTRANSand
DAYTRANS, two models for predictingtranspirationandwaterstress in western
coniferous forests.ResearchPaperRM-252,RockyMountainForestandRange
ExperimentStation,USDA Forest Service,FortCollins,CO. 45 p.

to Raich,J.W., E.B. Rastetter,J.M. Melillo, D.W. Kicklighter,P.A. Steudler,B.J.
Peterson,A.L. Grace,B. Moore HI,andC.J. Vorosmarty.1991. Potentialnet primary
productivityin SouthAmerica:applicationof a global model. EcologicalApplications
1:399-429.

tt McGuire,A.D.,J.M. Melillo, L.A. Joyce,D.W. Kicklighter,A.L. Grace,B. Moore HI,
and C.J.Vorosmarty.1992. Interactionsbetweencarbonandnitrogendynamicsin
estimating netprimaryp_'oductivityfor potential vegetation in NorthAmerica. Global
Biogeochemical Cycles 6:101-124.

12 Lyons, W.B., P.A. Mayewski,M.J.Spencer,and M.S. Twiclder. 1990. Nitrate
concentrations in snow fromremoteareas:implicationfor the global NOx flux.
Biogeochemistry9:21-222.

13 Muller,M.J.1982. SelectedClimatic Data for a Global Set of StandardStations for
VegetationScience. Dr.W. JunkPublishers(Kluwer),Boston.

14 NOAA (Officials of the NationalOceanicand AtmosphericAdministration). 1974.
Climatesof the States Vol I-EasternStates and Vol H-WesternStates. WaterInformation
Center, Inc.,Port Washington,N'Y.
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we will proceed in four stage_: (1) investigation of existing methods of determing
vegetation type; (2) development of static, role-based or statistical classification schemes;
(3) development of physiologically-based classification schemes; and (4) development of
fully dynamic models of production, succession, dieback, and invasion. Neilson et al.15

• have developed a rule-based biome model for temperate ecosystems. Woodward te
suggested a physiological approach to study vegetation distribution. The dynamical
model will be based on extensions of past forest modeling approaches (Botkin et al.17,

• Kercher and Axelrod ts ). Here we report on an investigation in stage 1. Many authors
have suggested that actual and potential evapo_piration variables are more closely
related to the correct biological variables determining vegetation response to climate than
simple climatic variables such as temperature and precipitation. However, we think it is
important to.first investigate the variables introduced by Holdridge t9 before moving on to
more biologically realistic variables.

Holdridge assumed that the differentiation and physiognomy of vegetation under
naturalconditions are so highly correlated to climatic conditions that a complete
classification of vegetation can be accomplished by an appropriate classification of
climate. His classification of climate is based on two variables: biotemperature and mean
annual precipitation. The biotemperature is similar to growing degree days, and is defined
as the mean monthly temperature of all monthly temperatures greater than zero degrees
Celsius. Holdridge defines a life zone as a convex set of points in the biotemperature-
rainfall plane (this plane uses 60 degree tilted axes and a logarithmic scale) with a
hexagonal boundary. A graph of the Holdridge life zones has a honeycomb appearance---
a contiguous set of non-overlapping hexagonal cells. By construction, the Holdridge
method gives a perfect correlation between climate and vegetation, each type of
vegetation would belong to one and only one life zone. Whittaker2° has suggested a
similar 2-dimensional plane for specifying vegetation biogeography.

One can test the completeness of the Holdridge hypothesis that life zones can be
determined by only two principle variables by looking at global vegetation data in the
Holdridge plane. If, when correlated with actual climatic conditions, we obtain a good
partition of vegetation types in the Holdridge plane, then we could in principal regard
these variables as sufficient to determine a life zone.

15 Neilson, R.P., G.A. King, and G. Koerper. 1992. Toward a rule-based biome model.
Landscape Ecology 7:27-43.

16 Woodward, F.I. 1987. Climate and Plant Distribution. Cambridge University
Press,New York.

l_ Botkin, D.B., J.F. Janak, and J.R. Wallis. 1972. Some ecological consequences of a
computer model of forest growth. J. Ecol. 60:849-872.

is Kercher, J.R., and M.C. Axelrod, 1984: A process model of f'ue ecology and
succession in a mixed-conifer forest. Ecology, 65, 1725-1742.

te

19 Holdridge, L.R. 1967. Life Zone Ecology. Revised Edition. Tropical Science Center,
San Jose, Costa Pica.

2o Whittaker, R.H. 1975. Communities and Ecosystems. MacMillan Publishing Co. New
York.
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We extracted the Matthew's and the Leemans and Cramer data sets from a large
global data base. We found that there was substantial overlap of the vegetation type
envelopes. We therefore concluded that the two Holdridge variables are insufficient to
discriminate between the 30 vegetation types of Matthew's. We expect that the
information contained in the distribution of temperature and precipitation throughout the
year and their correlations will also be needed to separate these clusters; in addition,
monthly actual and potential evapotranspiration may also be needed to achieve
separation.

TERRA Progress From October 1992 to September 1993

During FY93, we completed implementation of the full global model of TERRA.
The global version was implemented on a 1 x 1"grid covering the Earth's land surface.
The local site model is executed within each grid cell. There are two versions of the
global TERRA model: one operating at a daily time step and one operating at a monthly
time step.

The global model requires inputs of vegetation type, average monthly
temperature, monthly precipitation, average daily maximum temperature for the each
month, average daily minimum temperature for each month, relative humidity or dew
point, cloudiness, CO2 concentration, nitrogen deposition, and soil texture class. From
these variables and the latitude of each grid cell, other variables such as
photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) or net radiation are calculated.

For the vegetation-type data, we currendy use the vegetation-type data set of
Matthews 21for setting the vegetation type within each grid celL Eventually HABITAT
will supply this information to TERRA. The determination of vegetation type then fLXeS
the parameters of the generic model for each grid cell. The Matthew's data set is based on
a 30-member aggregated set thatcovers the types set by UNESCO. TERRA transforms
the 30 types of Matthews onto 17 ecosystem types. For the environmental variable of
average monthly temperature, monthly cloudiness, and average monthly precipitation, we
use the gfidded data sets of Leemans and Cramer22For the soil texture class data, we use
the gridded global data base of Zobler (Staub and Rosenzweig23). All of these data bases
are found in NGDC. 24During FY93, all these data bases were accessed and data
reformatted to be suitable for input into the global version of TERRA.

21 Matthews,E. 1983. Global vegetation and land use: new high-resolution data bases for
climate studies. J. of Climate and App. Meteorology 22:474-487.

22 Le_mans, R., and W. P. Cramer. 1990. The IIASA database for mean monthly values
of temperature, precipitation, and cloudiness on a global terrestrial grid. WP-90-41.
International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis, Laxenburg, Austria.

23 Staub, B. and C. Rosenzweig. 1987. Global digital data sets of soil types, soil texture,
surface slope, and other properties: documentation of archived tape data. NASA
Technical Memorandum No. 100685. NTIS, Springfield, VA.

24 NGDC. 1991. Global Ecosystems Database. EPA Global Climate Research Program.
NOAA/NGDC Global Change Database Program. NGDC Key to Geophysical Records
Documentation No. 25. National Geophysical Data Center, Boulder CO.
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No griddeddatabasesexist for the other remainin.8datainputsto TERRA.During
FY93, we bagananeffort to develop ourown globally gndded data bases for these input
needs.Wl_il."e this effort to rigorouslydevelopgriddeddata bases from actualstation data
was ongoing, we havecreatedartificialstrawmendata bases as a temporarymeasureto

. allow us to proez_l withdevelopmentof the global versionof TERRAand to explore the
propertiesof TERRA. Strawmendata bases for averagedaily maximumand minimum
temperaturesfor each month were createdfromthe monthlyaveragetemperaturedata
base by addingor subtractingthe appropriateamountfound by averagingthese

" differences for a selected subsetof stationdata.An estimatefor the dewpointwas taken
to be the averagedailyminimum.The numberof days with rainpermonth were
estimatedby reviewingselected station data.Nitrogeninputs wereestimatedon a biome
basis using the nitrogeninputsfor the calibrationsites. After full implementationof
CERES,nitrogeninputs forTERRA will be fromdepostioncalculationsmade by the
atmosphericchemistryandtransportmodel.

DuringFY93, we made a trialcalculationof the global model of TERRA.
TERRAwas runto steadystate in a standalonecalculationwith data file inputs. The
annualglobal net primaryproduction(NPP = grossprimaryproduction- plant
respiration)calculatedby TERRAwas 52.0 gigatons C yr-l. This comparesfavorably
with the value of 53.2 gigatonsC yr-1 calculatedby Melillo et al. (1993) using TEM.
TERRAcalculates several fluxes and pools that can becomparedto other calculations or
measurements.Forexample, the calculation of actualevapotranspiration(AET) generally
agreeswith previous calculationsof AETover largelandareas[i.e. Geiger25as citedby
LeithT_],although some discrepancies occurwhich seem to be attributableto the details
of the vegetation databaseused by TERRA. TERRA calculations also show high levels
of organiccarbonin tropicalsoils andin highlatitudeor tundraandboreal soils. This
latterresult is consistent with the concernthatthere exists a potential forsignificant
releases of carbon fromhigh latitudesoils due to rising temperaturesin the high
latitutdes.

Gridding Climatic Data and HABITATDevelopment.

Globallygriddedclimatic databases arenecessaryfor HABITATdevelopmentto
follow the programlaid outabove. Consequently,an effortwas begun in FY93 to grid,
i.e., interpolateon a grid,the station datafor the variousclimatic variablesthat cannotbe
found in griddedform such as dew point, averagemaximumandminimumdaily
temperaturefor the month,etc. We use the Hardymultiquarticmethod of interpolation
for the griddingprocedure.Thisproblemwas found to be extremelydifficult becauseof
(1) the large numberof stations resultedin the need to invert a largedimensionalmatrix
and (2) the high densityof stations incertainland areasproducelocal problemsof ill-
conditioning.However,a procedurewas designedto overcome these obstaclesby
suitablerescaling and domaindecompostion.Thiseffortcarriedover into FY94.

TERRA Improvements.

• 25 Geiger, R. 1965. World AtmosphereSeries of Maps.MapNo. WA6: AnnualEffective
Evapotranspiration.Darmstedt:JustusPerthes.

. 26 Leith, H. 1975. Modeling theprimaryproductivityof the world, p. 237-263. In
PrimaryProductivityof the Bosphere(H. Leith and R.H. Whittaker,eds.)Springer-
Vedag.
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The shorcomingsof TERRA wererecognizedearlyon and a series of
modificationswere initiatedto improvetheabilityof TERRAto predictecosystem
behaviorunderunusualconditions,e.g., highCO2levels, by intm0ucingmore
mechanisticcomponentsintoTERRA submodels.These modificationsneeded are(1)
introductionof plant morphologicalcomponenst (e.g., leaves, stem, branches, roots,
storage),(2) effects of elevatedCO2on plantphotosynthesisand growth(fertilization)
and increasein water-use-efficiency,(3) improveddescriptionof senescence and
phenological development,(4) improveddescriptionof mechanisticbasis of canopy
processes, (5) improved couplingof nitrogencycle and carboncycle including effect of
leaf nitrogen on productivity,(5) improvedmechanisticdescriptionof soil processes and
soil pools of organicmatterand nitrogencompounds,and (6) introductionof landuse
practices.We began workon improvingthe soil submodelin FY93. DuringFY93 we
acquiredCENTURY (Pattonet al.27),a model of soil processes,particularlyorganic
matterdecomposition,and DNIX2(Li2S),a model of soll nitrogendynamics.We
examineA the_pproachesused by CEN'IURYandDNIX_for the respectiveprocesses
that they simulate and developeda plan for implementingimprovementsin DNI_ an¢_
incorporating DNIX_andCENTURYinto TERRA.The originaldesign of D_ was to
operateover a shorttimespan (about 1 year) and thepassivesoil organicmatter(SOM)
pool does not interactwith the active SOMphases.This causes decomposingplant
residuesto accumulatein the passive organicphase.Because TERRAwill operateover
longer time spans(greaterthan 50 years), we mustaccountfor interactionsbetween
active andpassivephases.CENTURYaccounts forthese interactions,and the SOM
componentsof CENTURYwill be used in TERRAinsteadof DNIX_'s.To incorporate
DNDC into TERRA, we will correcterrorsin DNDC first.Forexample,aftera rainfall
event the denitrificationportionof DNDC runswhile the water-filled-pore-space(WFPS)
of the soil is greaterthan 40% for a total of ten days.Thismeansthatin areaswhere
rainfallevents exceed 36 peryear, the denitrificationsubmodelexecutes for more than
365 days. Anotherexample is that Li chose 40% WFPSas the transitionpoint from
aerobicto anaerobicsoft conditions,whereasthere is considerableevidence that 60%
WFPS is the criticaltransitionpoint fromaerobicto anaerobicprocesses.Also, there is
no directeffect of moistureon the denitrificationreductionsequence in DNIXL
Observationsshow that as soil moistureincreasesbeyond field capacity anJ oxygen
diffusion is impeded, denitrificationprocessesinitially favorrelatively oxidized
compounds such as NO. As watercontent increasesstill further,however,oxygen
diffusion decreasesmore and the ericiproductscontainlargerpercentagesof N20 and N2.
However, in D_ the ratioof NO and N20 in the endproductsis notaffected by the
degree of saturation,we will account for these effects byadjustingthe the aerobic-to-
anaerobic thresholdshouldbe set at 60% and introducinga moisture parameterin the
reductionsequence.We will also correctthe way the watersubmodelof DNDC initializes
afterrainevents. ThemodifiedDNIX_will be testedagainstfield data.

DuringFY94, we have continueddevelopmentof the soil portionof TERRA. We
have begun workon the improvementsof DNIX_ outlinedabove. This workwill continue
duringFY94. Also, we havebegun the incorporationof CENTURY into TERRA. After
CENTURY is incorporatedinto TERRA andthe modificationsto DNIX_ arecomplete,

27 Parton,W.J., D.S. Schimel,C.V. Cole, and D.S. Ojima.1987. Analysis of factors
controllingsoil organicmatterlevel in GreatPlains grasslands.Soil Science Society of
AmericaJournal51:1173-1179.

2s Li, C. 1992. A model of nitrous oxide evolutionfromsoil drivenby rainfallevents: 1.
Model structureandsensitivity. J. of GeophysicalResearch97(139):9759-9776.
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DNDC will be combined with TERRA and CENTURY. This effort will begin in FY94
and will be completed in FY95. We will test DNI3C against field data in FY95.

We have developed a detailed model of canopy proc_ including momentum
transfer, transpiration, and CO2 diffusion and uptake by vegetation. This canopy model
was developed for another project and tested in the HarvardForest. A simplified version
of this model is being developed for inclusion into TERRA to replace the TERRA's
calculations of gross primary productivity and transpiration and to augment TERRA's

" capability for providing boundary conditions to GCM's. This work will continue through
FY94.

Exploration of Land Use issues for

We have explored the issues of land use in FY94 and will continue to do so for
the balance of the fiscal year. Our goal is to determine how land use, in general, and
humankind's agricultural practices, in particular, may significantly affect biogeochemical
cycling of carbon and observations of atmospheric CO2 levels, including the long term
trends, observed increases in the seasonal amplitude, and phase or seasonal structure of
the seasonal cycle. While land for permanent crops (e.g., citrus orchards, vineyards, etc.)
and Lrdgatedland have increased somewhat over the last 15 years, the overall use of land
for agriculture has been relatively stable. On the other hand crop and cereal production
have increased rather substantially since 1980. This production increase has been due to
rising levels of productivity (yield per land area). The ten crops with the highest global
production produce a total N-PPof about 2.7 Gt C yr-1 and they account for 78% of the
total production for all crops worldwide Assuming that the remaining crops have the
corresponding biomass production on average as the top ten, then total estimated biomass
NPP for all crops should be approximately 3.4 Gt C yr-l. This value is 6.5% of the
global NPP estimated by TERRA for the potential vegeation case. We conclude that
agriculture is a significant component of global N'PPand we will be studying it further
during FY94.

The ORNL Carbon cycling model with land use

The Chemical and Ecological Relationships in the Earth System Project
recognizes needs for fundamental progress in representing terrestrial ecosystems in earth
system models. The role of terrestrialecosystems in the global carbon cycle and their
contribution to observed increases in atmospheric CO2 concentration are quite uncertain--
-this uncertainty limits our ability to project future CO2 increases as fossil fuel use
continues. Thus we are directing special attention to terrestrial carbon cycling models in
our development of an earth system model.

A terrestrial carbon cycling model, developed at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory under U.S. Department of Energy support, is being incorporatedinto the
Lawrence Livermoore National Laboratory (LLNL) framework for earth system
modeling. The model was developed to analyze the importance of CO2 fertilization of
primary productivity in dstimating the historical trends in the net flux of carbon from land
pools into the atmosphere due to forest clearing andharvest.

On time scales from decades to centuries, the model simulates responses to
perturbations by human activities, such as forest harvest andclearing, and to global

• environmental changes including rising atmospheric CO2 concentration and climatic
change. The model is intended for analyzing changes in atmospheric CO2 from
preindustrial conditions through the fossil fuel era. Eventually, the model will also treat
nitrogen cycling and the effects of inc_ nitrogen during the industrial era. The
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spatialresolutionof the model is consistentwith availableland-usedam--generally, the
landsurfaceis dividedinto countries,butmanyanalysesconsideronly continental
regions.

An importantaspectof the terrestrialcarbonmodel is its use of areadistribution
functionsto trackthe variabilityof carbondensity within the landunits, forexample
continents,that areexplicitly treatedin the model. Perturbationsdueto humanactivities,
such as forestharvestand clearing,enterthe model throughtheir effects on these area
distributionfunctions. The distributionfunctions can also be used to analyze the
influencesof naturaldisturbances,such as rue and disease. Withinearthsystem models,
the areadistributionfunction approachallows flexibility with respectto the descriptionof
plant growthand mortality. The uptakeof carbonfromthe atmosphereby net primary
productivitycan be representedby any nonlinearfunction of the standingstock of carbon
in vegetation andexternalvariablessuch as temperature,moisture,and nutrient
availability.This flexibility in plantgrowthrepresentationsallows comparisonof
differentmodels. A multiplecompartmentmodel describessoil carbondynamics. TI_
soil carbonmodel is coupledto the vegetationmodel throughmean carbonfluxes over
each land unit. The soil carbon model is also modular, allowing model comparisons.

DuringFY 1993, we modified the tenestrial carboncycling model for
incorporationinto the LLNLearthsystem modeling framework.These modifications
included changes to data set structuresto allow commonaccess by otherearthsystem
model components, such as a climatemodel or a model thatsimulatesforestclearing
based on economic and demographicconsiderations. The solutiontime stepping
procedureswere changed to allow coupling. The model now advances the solution over a
specified time interval assuming constantatmospheric CO2concentrationandmakes net
fluxes fromterrestrialpools into the atmosphereover that period availableto other
models.

Fortesting, the terrestrialcarbon cycling model was coupled to two models of
carbon cycling in the atmosphereand oceans for testing:a one-dimensional, box-
diffusion model and the Max-Planckmodel that is basedon an oceanic general
circulation model. The model was usedin conjunction withthe box-diffusionmodel to
analyze patternsin furorefossil fuel emissions that can stabilize atmospheric CO2
concentrationsat prescribedlevels as partof an assessmentby WorkingGroupI of the
IntergovemmentalPanelon ClimateChange. Thisanalysis providedrealisticapplication
of the model in an assessmentwith policy implications.

The critical uncertaintyaboutpossible CO2fertilizationof terrestrialprimary
productivitymotivatedthe incorporationof a mechanistic plantgrowthrepresentation
into ourterrestrialcarboncycling model. We collaboratedwith F. IanWoodward,
Universityof Sheffield, andTom Smith, Universityof Virginia,to develop a vegetation
dynamicsmodel that describesprocesses fromleaf cells to the ecosystem level. The
modelcombines theFarquhardescriptionof the biochemistryof photosynthesisin leaf
cells, the Ball and Berryfunction for the dependenceof stomatalconductanceon
assimilationrate temperature,andmoisture,andthe Penman-Monteithequationfor
evapotranspirationinto an internallyconsistentdescriptionplant productivityand growth.
At theecosystem level, the model tracks changes in soil watercontent.

The plant model determines the global distributionsof structuralvariables,such
as leaf areaindex, and of functional variables,such as netprimaryproductivity. The
model simulatesthe responsesof these vegetation v_riablesto environmentalchanges in
variablessuch as atmospheric CO2concentration,temperature,and rainfall. We are
incorporatingthe model into the terrestrialcarbon cycling model as a responsefunction
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on net primary productivity while investigating enhancements in the model that allow
accurate prediction of net primary productivity through a plant's life history. Since the
model simulates evapotranspiration, it can serve as a land-surface description in a climate
model. In this role, it provides the ability to investigate the feedback of climatic change

• impacts on vegetation back onto the climate system.

During FY 1993, we also modified the Rothamsted soil carbon model for use in
global carbon cycle analyses. Initially, we coupled the soft carbon model to a vegetation

• model through a static scheme for allocating dead organic matterto different pools.
Initial testing is being completed using empirical models of net primary productivity. We
also worked on incorporating the CENTURY model, which has a more realistic approach
to assigning dead organic matter to soil carbon pools, into our terrestrial carbon cycling
model. Running independendy, the soil carbon model was used to simulate ste_y-state
patterns in soil carbon for climates generated by atmospheric general circulation models
under elevated atmospheric CO2 concentration.

Work during FY 1994 will see the terrestrial carbon cycling model operatin',,
within the LLNL earth system modeling framework. Within the framework, we wiil
simulate fossil fuel era responses of atmospheric CO2 with the model coupled to the
Princeton oceanic general circulation model as well as to a classical box-diffusion model.
We will also couple the terrestrial carbon model to an atmospheric transport model for
analysis of gradients in CO2 that are discernible in CO2 and 13CO2 observations. We
will compare global carbon cycle responses to fossil fuel emissions and to land-use
perturbations with our mechanistic model of plant growth versus other approachs such as
the semiempirical Terrestrial Ecosystem Model developed by the University of New
Hampshire and the Marine Biological Laboratory or with the Rothamsted soil carbon
model versus CENTURY.

CERES computational framework

Design objectives

The CERES project is designed around a computational framework which is
intended to accomplish the following objectives:

(1) To manage the complexity of a large model which is itself made up of large
submodels each contributed by collaborators from different disciplines. One of our
design goals has been to enable the model to be configured in a number of different ways
without committing to a particular "hard-wired"configuration This allows users to test
each component in a stand-alone mode, or to assemble limited configurations of a few
models at a time. It also facilitates model intercomparison, which is crucial to assessing
uncertainties in model predictions. It also allows new models to replace older ones at any
time, and to understand its impact immediately.

(2) To facilitate collaborations between researchers of different disciplines, or
from different institutions. We want contributors to a scientific experiment to be able to
attach a submodel to the frsmework with a minimum of effort, and without a host of

• onerous programming restrictions.

The Macro-model programming concept
q,

The design of our Earth System Modeling Framework is based on what we call
"macro-programming" concepts. By macro-programming, we mean the construction of a
complex macro model by the binding together of various large simulation models. This
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may ultimatelytakethe formof a single-processorexecutablerunningon present
generationmachines,or it maybe threadsof a parallelprogramrunningon thenext
generation of supercomputers.Inorderto managethis complexarrangement,we invoke
principlesof object-orientedprogramminganddata-directeddesign.

Object-ori.e.ntedprogramming,is a contemporarydevelopmentin the evolutionof
softwareengineenng. Itshifts designmethodsaway fromwritinLgcodes m a collection of
complex procedures,and sees theminsteadas an arrangementor cooperatingentities or
objects. These objects arebasicallymadeup of structures,representingparticular
arrangementsof data,and functionsor methods whichdefine certainbehaviors.Because
the objectsknow how to behave in ways thatareappropriateto theirdata types, the task
of buildinga complex applicationis greatlysimpified.

Data-directe_designis basically the idea thatthe flow of data is of primary
importanceover thespecification of detailedinstructions.Controlof a complex program
based on anunderstandingof data dependencyis often mucheasier to manage.This is
especially relevantfor programsinvolving some form of parallelism.

The run-time database

Fordata management,we rely heavilyon a memory-residentdatabase of self-
describing datatypes.Self-describingmeansthatthe data representingsome scientific
quantityis packagedtogetherwith ancillarydata (meta-data)whichframesthe contextof
the data.Forexample,puttingtemperaturedata togetherwith meta-data describing the
grid or sample points on which it is definedsimplifies the taskof transforming data from
one grid to another.Thisgoes a long way towardprovidingrepresentation-i,dependent
interfaces between themodels. Ourframeworkdatabasesupportsscalarsandarraysof the
usual Fortrantypes. In additionit also providesa typecalled a dataset.This object
combines arraysintendedto holdscientific variableswith others representingthe grid
coordinatesand additionaldata describingthe coordinatesystem,units, and so on. This
allows the data objectsto undergomany complex transformationson request.

In the frameworkdatabase, we installonly whatwe would call publicdata. By
pubicdata we meandata that is intendedto be sharedamong modelsfor coupling, or data
thatis to be passedto the outsideworldfor analysis or visualization.

Package templates

Forcontrol of the models,we representeach one by an objectcalled a package.
The package objectprovidesa commoncontext ortemplate for all the models. Our
presenttemplateis a very simple one, but one that nearlyevery model fits to some
degree.We assumethat each submodelhas some portions that are intended to intialize it,
eitherfrom a previous run,or fromscratch.We also takeas given that there will be a
maincycle which advances the submodelover some time interval. At the end of the
simulationit is often the case that some portionsof the code will be invokedto terminate
the programgracefully.Each 6f these overallstagescan be encapsulatedinto three
argumentless subroutinesgenericallyreferredto as the infial, the main,and the
terminating routines.Argumentsto these functionsdonot appearexplicitly,but are
drawninside each of these routinesfromthe data in the database.The names of the
routinesare then writtenin an appropriateslot in the packagetemplate. Since the
frameworkthenknows how to invoke these basic behaviorsfor each package,
coordinationis greatly simplified.

Transforming data representations: interpolation, aggregation, and area weighting
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One aspect of model coupling that is enormously simplifted, by _ data
representationssupportedin the framework, is transformation of snnulation da_ from one
model representation to another. Typically each model has its own grid of data, Its own
system of units, and its own coordinate system. Since the public data in the framework is

" self-describing, transformations such as units conversion, interpolation, aggregation,
disaggregation, and area weighting, can by done by the data objects themselves in
response to a command.

Scripting

Forflexible specification and control, an interactive scripting languageisneeded
for configuring various components of the ESM into a coupled system. We implemented
several variations of scripthl.gcapabilities using available script languages such as
TCIJTK, PERL and the Umx C-Shell. Ha.vingexplored available interpreted languages
we we found we were able to provide only limited functionality. This prompted us to
begin writing our own scripts using the standardUnix tools Lex and Yacc. We have had
good success using these to develop our basic data dictionary. A preprocessor reading the
dictionary automatically generates code to enroll user-specified variables into the
memory-resident database. Furtherdevelopment of the script language will continue as
we move toward a more comprehensive user interface.

Graphical User Interface

A prototype graphical user interface (GUI) for configuring the ESM components
was developed using the TAE toolkit form NASA Software technology transfer center.
This interface is intended to specify to the underlying program configuration system
(Makefde) how the user wishes to compile and build the executable simulation code. Our
efforts in this area were intended merely to provide some insight into what would be
required beneath such an interface to select models, specify the model couplings and to
provide the connection to the data that drives the simulation. Further development will
be deferred until the core framework services are in place, and we have bade more
experience with actual coupled configurations. It is also likely that the permanent GUI
will use the Motif toolkit to ensure portability.

Offline data and information systems

Access to off-line data is important to the ESM model to initialize and drive the
simulation as well as for postprocessing and analysis. Our data representations provide
an essential frame of reference to which we can relate various Filestorage representations.
We have standardized on the netCDF library as our current file format. NetCDF provides
a network transparent portable binary format and one which is used widely in the climate
community. Acknowledging the need to be more flexible in the future, we have
developed an interface layer to the fde i/o system to insulate the ESM framework models
for the underlying fde format. This layered software approach provides extensibility to
other fde i/o formats as well as a way to transition to offline data management systems.

, As the need to manage more complex data relationships inevitably arises, we are
certain to need some sort of database management system. We have explored
commercially available systems and found them by and large unacceptable. A notable

. exception is the Aurora dataserver from Xidak. This new product understands the same
types of scientific data that we have anticipated in our design, thus making it capable of
performing very powerful queries based not only on simple attributes, but on physically
relevant details such as the extent of the domain, the underlying grid and so on. It
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providesa mechanismto manageaccess to sections of largedatasetsby asking only for
datarequiredeven if thatdata is imbeddedin a largefile or spreadacrossseveralfoes.
We arecurrentlybeta-testingthe Auroradata serverin experimentsin whichwe drive the
simulationswith the stored archivedata,orto post-p_ or visualize simulationresults.

Summary of the current framework status

The status of the frameworkafterone year of developmentis encouraging.During
this firstyear, we completedsu_ul stages of exploration,prototyping,design, and
long-termsoftwareimplementations.

We spent some timeinitially in studyingthe problemandin evaluatingsolutions
proposedbyothers. Following thatwe underwenta phase of iterativedesign in which
generalideaswhere quicklyprototypedusing modificationsof softwarelibraries
borrowedfromvariousgroupsat LLNL.By mid-yearwe demonstratedproof of principle
with anexploratorycouplingof the BATS land surfacemodel, the UCLA/LLNLAGCM,
and the MOMocean model.This versionwas not intended directlyfor scientific
application,butratherwe used the models as complex stubsfor systemdevelopment.The
lessons learnedfromthisexpe"rtmentled to a detailedsoftwareengineeringplan for the
permanentframework.

We now have manyelements in place forperformingrealsimulationsunder the
CERESESM framework.The run-timedatabasesupportingscalarsand arraysis fully
implementedincluding a dictionaryto makeit as easy as possible for users. A
preliminaryversion of the higher-leveldatasetobjects (self-describinggriddeddata) is
finished which enables the most commonrepresentationsin globalcalculations; i.e.,
geographiclongitude-latitudegridsin one-to-threedimensionswith arbitraryspacing.
Interplolationup to linear as well as volume and areaweightingaresupported.In
addition,a file interface is nearlycompletedwhich permitsstraightforwardtransferof
databasevariablesto a netCDF(portablebinaryformat)file and vice versa.This in turn
enableseasy restartdumps and initializations.We have also completeda package
templatelibrarythat will facilitate controlof multiple packages using genericcommands.

Most of what we have at the presenttimerepresentsa nearlycomplete"back-end"
capability.In softwarejargon this meansthat there exist adequatelydocumentedlibraries
of functions to allow an accomplishedprogrammerto make use of the framework
services.Ouraim is to next providethe scriptingand dictionarysupportthatwould allow
scientists to easily import their modules into the frameworkby themselves and runthem.

Scientific benchmarks and studies

We have identifiedseveral studiesthat could providea scientific context during
the assemblyof ourESM as well as being of scientific value.

Assessing the sensitivity of climate to processes in the terrestrialbiosphere

At a recentworkshopheld atEPA'sresearchlaboratoryin Athens, Georgia,the
centralquestionposed was how to prioritize researchprogramsto better contribute
toward improvedEarthsystem modelingcapabilitiesleading ultimatelyto better
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assessments.Ourrecommendationsto theworkinggrouparesummarizedin the reportby
Ambrosiano,eL al.29

Partof the knowledgebaseneededto prioritizeresearchnee_ in thecontext of
. Earthsystemmodeling(ESM)canbeprovidedbyformalsensitivityanalysisperformed

with a prototypecoupledESM in whichcandidateprocessesare representedby crude
pro_ymodelsequippedwith adjustableparameters.Forexample,a coupled ocean-
atmosphere-landsurface-chemicaltranspoltESM can be outfiV,ed with a simple,highly

• parmneteriz_ terrestrialbiospherictracegasmodel. Formalsensitivity mmlysisusing,
for exam.pie, theDirect .Dec?upledMethod(DDM)3°or otherapproaches can be c_" ,xl
out to determir,e the relative importanceot reactionrams,emisston inventoryparameters,
spatialresolution,initial data, and a hostof other characteristics. This informationcan
contributeto a frameworkto develop and prioritizean experimentaland processresearch
programwhich will have animportantimpacton ESM developmentandvalidation.

In the long term, we havein mind to stage theconfigurationof the ESM
frameworkin a way thatwould contributetowardansweringmany questions about
sensitivity ofthe climate to thebiosphere.

The f'wststageis simply to develop a well-integratedbiospheremodel. The
TERRAprojectis designedto providesuch a capability.At first themodel would be
benchmarkedin the stand-alonemode.

The second stage is the couplingof TERRAto an atmosphericchemistryand
transportmodel such asGRANTOURand a mixed-layerocean model. This would _ow
the biotaemissions to make their waythroughthe atmosphere,to undergochemical
reactions,and to interactwith non-local biota and with the a simple ocean.

The coupling of the AGCM,a SVAT, andan AGCMis the step thatwould
provide the main circulatorysystem for biotaemissions. Once this is configured,one
could drive thesystem witharbitraryemissions fromthe biosphereto gauge the rangeof
possible responsesand feedbacks in the Earth'scirculatorysystem.

The final stage Wouldbe to assembletheTERRA/GRANTOURpieces and the
AGCM/SVAT/OCEANpieces. Thiswould be a nearlycomplete ESM.

Testing sensitivity of GCMs to underlying land surface heterogeneity

One aspectof coupling the atmosphereandland surfacemodels togetherwhich
may requirea systematicapproachis matchingthe relatively homogeneous mediumof
the atmosphereatone scale to the f'mer,possibleheterogeneous,landcharacteristics
beneath.

29 Ambrosiano,J., W. P. Dannevik,JamesKercher,NormanL. Miller,Joyce Penner,and
, Douglas Rotman,ResearchRecommendationsto the EPAin supportof EarthSystem

Modeling Activities, LLNLCERESProjectReport,August, 1993, see appendix 1.

3o Milford,J., et al, Environ.Sci. & Tech., 26, 1179-1189 (1992)]
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A homogeneitygroupingscheme which dynamicallyandsystematicallygroups
regions of the samecharacteristictypes has beendevelopedby Miller3t andused to test
the sensitivity of basicland surfaceprocessesto the assumedheterogeneityof surface
vegetation andtopography.

The homogeneityscheme s_ from a finerscale gridof cells (e.g., SVAT
cells)which is assumed to be nestedinsidea larger(AGCM)cell. In generalthe groupof
finer cells is heterogeneous,i.e. may have a differentlybinnedtype for vegetation or
slope-elevation,or anythingelse. Variousmethodscould be used in principleto assign a
single type the the largercell. Forexample,we could performsome sortot average.
However, if there is no one dominanttype, then thisrulestrictlyfails and some arbitrary
choice mustbe assumed. In the scheme of Miller,thisproblemis resolved by dividingthe
originallargecell in.totwo or fourgroups(bisectionor quadrasection)and looking again
for a dominanttype m each of the subgroups.If a typeclearly dominatesa subgroup,then
it is assigned that type.If not, then the subgroupis itself subdividedand the process is
continuedrecursively.Theresult is a set of uniform blocksof various sizes each
containinga single typeforming a mosaic.

The criterionfor deciding whetheran aggregateof fine-scale cells is
homogeneouscan be continuouslyparameterizedby a thresholdpercentageat whicha
particulartype is assumedto dominate.Thisparameterlabeled e rangesfrom zero to
one, and is the thresholdpercentuniformity,or relativefrequencyof occurrenceof the
mostdominantcharacteristictype withina region. Theadvantage of a thresholdcriteria is
that differentscales of sensitivity can be investigatedin a systematic and objective way.
Fromanother perspective,if it can be shown thatsome processis insensitive to the choice
of z withinsome range, then the +smalleste can be chosenfor computationaleconomy.
This yields the smallestnumberof homogeneoussubgroupsthatwill yieldessentially the
same result. Since producingthe mosaicsfor a given set of subcells is a well-defined
algorithm(rather than an intuitive guess), the processcanbe automatedandthus made
dynamic.

Studies areunderwayto test the sensitivity of evapotranspirationto assumptions
aboutheterogeneityof vegetation. Preliminaryresultssuggest discrepancies in therange
of 10-30% could result fromdifferences in how one resolves the underlyingvegetation
types.

A studyof sensitivity of evapotransporationdue to topography,i.e, sloping
surfacesof varyingaspecthas been performed. A topographic index which accountsfor
foursurfaceaspects and five slope increments defines twenty-onecharacteristictypes,
including flat horizontalsurfaces.The Sierratopographywas used in one study.For
simplicity,the vegetationwas takento be composedof dryevergreens.Thisstudy
indicatedthat flat horizontalsurfacesoverpredictdiurnallyintegrated, area-weighted
sensible heatfluxes by 5-10 % and latentheatfluxes by 1-2%.The relative insensitivity
of these results give hope that, et least at thisscale, topographymay notbe a worry.

These two examples illustratethe value of such systematic sensitivity analyses
aidedby appropriategroupingalgorithms.

+

3t Miller,N. L., A homogeneitygroupingtechniquefor geophysicalclimate models,
LLNL UCRL JC-115996, 1994
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Coupling prototypes

In order to test the design of the ESM framework,we have performed several
couplings of the components. These exercises were not intended to be of scientific value,

• but rather to show where our design principles were sound and where they were noL

Our fwst excercise was to couple the UCLA/LLNL AGCM and the BATS land
. surface model. This experience taught us several things. One was the value of having a

hip_h-levelinterface to the BATS code thatunderstood about the global grid and that laid
out clearly what variables were to be shared with the atmosphere. It also showed up areas
of overlapping responsibility for calcu!a.ting certain quantities. Rea_Iving these issues
may be the key to defining a consistent interface between these models which may in turn
impa:t the way in which the community as a whole regards these components.

The second exercise involved coupling of the atmosphere and ocean codes. Here
we found many of the same issues. For example, the ocean is partly wind-stress driven.

The atmosphere however only needs to advance wind fields. Should it be theresponsibility of the atmosphere to calculate wind s_,mes for the ocean? What
assumptions should be made about the bol,aldary-layerparameterizations that give rise to
surface drag? Whose responsibility should it be to calculate it?

Next, we managed to configure a coupled land-atmosphere-ocean code in which
all three models ran and exchanged information with one another. This led us to consider
a redesign of the coupling arrangement with mo_ generic interfaces to the models.

Finally we went back to the AGCM-SVAT coupled model incorporating all the
lessons learned to date and performed experiments with progrv,_ively more intimate
coupling between the models. Results from these were not expected to be realistic since
we did not perform an elaborate "spin-up"of the land surface model. However, the results
appeared to be plausible; i.e., the stand-alone AGCM and the coupled configuration gave
similar results with the coupled model showing slightly elevated surface temperatures,
but not grossly different features.

Carbon-cycling experiments

Based on the CO2 ice core records, prior to the industrial revolution it is often
assumed that the ocean and atmosphere were in carbon balance. Using observed sea
surface temperatures and Henry's Law we developed pre-industrial pCO2 concentrations.
Ocean PCO2 observational data was adapted for use in present day runs.

The empirical gas exchange parameterization of Wanninkhof 32has been
implemented into GRANTOUR. This allowed our f'LrStdecoupled calculation of
GRANTOUR and TERRA for the preindustrialperiod to be run. The global mean
concentration for the pre- industrial run was 283 ppm CO2 which corresponds well with
the 280 ppm measured in ice core samples. The amplitude of the seasonal cycle from the
model was compare with the measurements at several sites around the globe. The

• amplitude at all sites corresponds well with the observed. The model's phase at the
Mauna Loa site shows the maximum concentration in January where the observed

32 Wanninkhof, S. Relationship between wind speed and gas exchange
coefficient over the ocean. JGR 97 7373-7382 1992.
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maximumis in May. The model does betterwith the minimum in Septemberwherethe
observedminimum is in October. This may be due to the poo.rrepresentationof tropical
winds in the CCM1 or the currentlack of deep ocean mixing m the model. Thiswill be
testedwhen theGRANTOURis upgradedto use the ECHAMmodel's transport.A
similarcalculationwill be runfor presentdayand the resultswill be presentedatCACGP
this summerin Japan.

The parameterizationof gasexchange betweenthe oceanand the atmospheremay
be verysignificantfor determinethe "missingsink"of CO2 28,29.The next proposedstep
is to do a sensitivity studyof gas exchange parameterizationsto determine therelative
importanceof thisparameter.We will do this with the CCM1 winds, then with the
ECHAMwinds, andthen comparethis to observationsof atmosphere/oceanCO2
exchange in theliterature.

Fossil fuel emission datahavebeen acquiredand griddedfor the years 1950 to
1991. This will be used as inputfor the presentdayruns.We have also acquiredthe
nece,_ry temperature,sea surfacetemperature,and precipitationdata to runa coupled
GRANTOUR/'I_RRA/OC_M transientrunfrom 1958 to thepresent,shouldfundingbe
availablefor this work.

Marine biogeochemical cycling studies

As mentionedabovein the model descriptionsection, we aremodifyingthe
HamburgOcean CarbonCycle Model to explore issues relatingto the impactof marine
biology on oceanic absorptionof anthropogenicCO2.

Organicmatterproducedin the surfaceocean falls to the ocean depths,where it is
oxidized. In thisway, marinebiology transportsCO2 away fromthe ocean surface. It is
thought,however,for a steady-stateocean circulation,that marinebiology has no effect
on the absorptionof anthropogenicCO2, becausemarinebiology transports no more CO2
to depththan it didbefore the industrialrevolutionintroducedexcess CO2 into the
atmosphere. Nevertheless,recentstudies (e.g., Manabeand Stouffer, 33) indicate that
global warmingmay changeocean circulation;these circulationchanges would affect
nutrienttransport to the surfaceocean and,hence, marinebiological productivity. We
seek to answer the questions: How would these circulationchanges affectmarine
biological productivity?And,how would these changesin marinebiological productivity
affect oceanic absorptionof atmosphericCO2?

Answeringthe first question(How would circulationchanges affectmarine
biological productivity?)requiresa good model of marinebiological processes. We are
approachingthis question througha novel "inverse"approach,asking "Whatwould the
resultsof a marinebiology model need tobe in order to recoverobservednutrient(and
otherchemical) distributionsin the ocean?" We havecompletedpreliminarycalculations
using Levitusdatasets34and the HAMOCCmodel;moredetailedinversecalculations
(using an implicitscheme and a morerecentdata set) and analysis of resultsconstitutes

4

33 Manabe,S., and Stouffer,R. J., "Century-scaleeffects of increasedatmosphericCO2
on the ocean atmospheresystem",Nature,vol. 364, pp. 215 - 218, 1993.

34 Levitus, S., et al., Distributionof nitrate, phosphateandsilicate in the worldoceans.
Progressin Oceanography31,245-273, 1993.
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our ongoing workin this area. Futureworkwill includeprocessbased forwardmodeling
of marinebiological processes.

Answeringthe secondquestion(How would changes in marinebiological
productivityaffectoceanic absorptionof atmosphericC027) requiresboth a good marine

• biology model anda good physicalmodel of ocean circulation. We have set preliminary
boundson this problemfor _u idealizedcirculationchange usmg extreme end-memO,r
biology models. It was found that the effect of changesin marinebiological productivity

• on _c CO2absorptionmay be abouthalf as largeas the directeffect of circulation
changes (butopposite in signl) and thus maymitigate theeffects a slowing ocean may
have on anthropogenicC02 absorption. These results will be _ported. at the American
GeophysicalUnion 1994 SpringMeeting. Ongoingworkin this_ includes further
anal_yse_,of the results of o_ calculations, and..t..he..inclusionof additionalmodelsof
marinebiological p..rod.uctivity.Futurewo_ will mcludecoupled ocean-atmosphereruns
involving morerealisticchanges in ocean c_rculation.

Summary and Conduslom

The progressmadein theCERES projectto datehas been focusedon two parallel
areas: (1) the software engineeringof anEarthSystem Modeling i_...ras,tructure,and (2)
the furtherdevelopmentof technicalexpertiseandmodeling capabilitiesin the terrestrial
ecosystem area.

The next phase of the projectwill be devoted to merging these areasof activity in
a seriesof carefullyplannedsteps. These steps aredesignedtobuild a scientifically
crediblemodel in suave stages,while ateach stage contributingsomethingnew to
our understandingof the Earthandits biosphere.

The frameworktools and integrationmethodologies conceived duringthefirst
. stage will be molded and refinedby the requirementsof producing scientific results,

while the terrestrialcomponentswill be challengedandtestedby incorporationinto
successively morefully coupled systems.

We expect at the end of the next phaseto be positioned to performfairly
sophisticatedcoupled numericalexperimentscapableof answeringimportantquestions
about the behaviorof the Earthsystem and the impactof human activity on it.
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Research Recommendations to the EPA

in support of Earth System Modeling activities

JohnJ. Ambrosiano,William P. Dannevik,JamesKercher,
NormanL. Miller, JoycePenner,andDouglas Rounan

LawrenceLivermoreNationalLaboratory

Introduction

OnJuly 13-14 of this year, the EPA EnvironmentalResearchLaboratory
at Athens, Georgiaconvened a workshopto discuss the relationship of basic
researchactivities sponsoredby the laboratoryto the emerging efforts to build
global Earth System Models (ESMs). In response we have prepareda
prioritizeddiscussion of researchtopic areas that we recommmendbe addressed
in orderto supportESMactivities with a focus on chemical andecological
relationships.

In our view, one of the most important challenges in building an ESM
incorporating the biosphere is the scaling of detailed biological and land surface
processes to global dimensionsand the sensitivity of such processes when
viewed from that perspective. There arenumerousaspects to Ibis.We can only
indicate general themes and highlight a few specific topics within the scope of
this report. However, we think the subject merits considerabledetailed
attention.
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Bridging disparities in scale: "top-down" vs. "bottom-up"

Various processes related directly or indirectly to the Earth'sclimate
represent a tremendous disparity of spatial scales. For example, the succession
of vegetation under the influence of changes in climate or land use occurs at the '
community scale (10 m2) while general circulation models of the atmosphere
(GCMs) operate at the global scale (100 km2). Scaling of landscape,
community,, and regional phenomena such that large scale areas accurately
approximate underlying physical and biological processes is an area of top
priority. The ecologist's view of the world is traditionally "bottom-up" whereas
the climate modeler's view is "top-down". We believe in a pragmatic approach
to understanding scale problems systematically from both directions.

A sensible first step in bridging the disparity in scales between ecological
research and global modeling is to perform sensitivity analyses to economize
the work of scaling by eliminating the need to scale up all processes. This could
be achieved through the use of crude proxy models equipped with adjustable
parameters. For example, an interactively coupled ocean - atmosphere - land
surface- chemical transport ESM can be outfitted with a simple, highly
parameterized terrestrialbiospheric trace gas model. Formal sensitivity analyses
using, for example, the Direct Decoupled Method [Milford, J. et al., Environ.
Sci. & Tech., 26, 1179 (1992)] or other approaches can be carried out to
determine the relative importance of reaction rates, emission inventory
parameters, spatial resolution, initial data, and a host of other characteristics.
This information could then help to develop and prioritize an experimental
process research program which would in turnhave an important impact on
ESM development and validation.

Scaling requires an understanding of the functional dependence of fine
scale proc/_sses and their nonlinear spatial and temporal variation with respect
to functional changes. A "bottom-up" approachfor upscale parameterizations is
required and should be benchmarked by observations. This highlights the
importance of an extended program of long-term ecological research (LTER)
sites which could be chosen with modeling needs in mind. Sites should be
chosen to balance the need for detailed information about diverse ecosystems
against the cost of such intensive research sites.

New LTER sites should be representative of specific biomes for a range
of characteristics. It would be useful to plan sites along gradients in moisture
and nutrients. We also need statistical analysis along the scale-of-resolution
gradient to tell us how things change along thatgradient and how to
characterize the distribution at each scale. This will help to design needed
investigations at each scale. Such studies should at least give us an estimate of
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the number of samples needed to characterizeprocesses ranging in scale from
biome to continent.

It is important that scaling studies be coordinated with extensive datag

gathering (surveys) as well as intensive (field-site) process studies. Economy of
effort may be possible through the use of sparse dam statistical approaches

• [Bretherton, F. P., eL al., Deep-Sea Res., 23, 559 (1976)].

To relate information at different scales, techniques for spatial
aggregation and disaggregation are needed. Aggregation may be viewed as
weighted summation of subgrid processes. Determination of the weighting
functions is the key. Whether this is to be done by lumping many small-scale
features into a much smaller number of categories, or whether some statitstical
technique should be used is an unresolved question. Disaggregation of large
scale data down to the regional scale and finer would require histories of each
parameter for each region or "similar" region.

Understanding and modeling hydrology

The second general topic area of prioritized importance is the
understanding of hydrology and in particular soil moisture over the entire F_m_.
Hydrology couples atmospheric and land surface processes in an intimate and
crucial feedback loop. Precipitation, evapotranspiration,and runoff drive
surface and subsurface processes associated with productivity and
decomposition. Soil moisture and temperature control biogeochemistry and
needs to be well understood globally for an accurate assessment of surface and
subsurface fluxes.

Direct hydrological simulations require detailed data sets of characteristic
vegetation, soil texture and elevation for individual watersheds. Obtaining a
reliable data base would be an essential step before suitable hydrological
transport modeling could be incorporated into an ESM framework.

Studies of several major watersheds have already begun [GEWEX/GCIP,
Vorosmarty et al., Continental scale models of fluvial transport: An application
to South America, Biogeochem. Cycles, Vol. 3, No. 3, 241-265, 1989]. The
largest watersheds should be incorporated into the ESM framework as a first
approximation. Following surface heterogeneity and sensitivity studies, an
assessment of the resolution of streamflow could be made. Further studies

' would be required for a global simulation of water movement, especially in the
Boreal regions.

q

Statistical large scale hydrology may be parameterized as a function of a
• topographic soil index [Famigletfi et al., Evapotranspiration and runoff from
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large land areas: Land surface hydrology for atmospheric general circulation
models, Surveys in Geophysics, 12, 179-204,1992]. This statistical-dynamical
approachneglects water transport.Nevertheless, it may be sufficient for
calculating soil moisture over GCM subgrids. In any case, heterogeneity must
be incorporated in order to maintain accuracy.

Biological process studies and inventories

A third area requiting attention is the effort to characterize basic
attributes and processes in the terrestrialbiosphere. Better inventories are
needed of the initial conditions of vegetation state variables. Data sets are also
needed for comparison to terrestrial model output. Specifically, we need more
refined versions of vegetation type and land use than are now available. We also
need global inventories of standing crops of biomass in vegetation expressed in
terms of plant morphology (i.e., leaves, branch, stem, root, fine root) that are
broken out by elemental content including carbon and nitrogen. The same is
true for soils. Again, attention should be given to how distributions of such
quantities change across scales of resolution.

In addition to biogeochemical process studies, there is a need to gather
information on the response of vegetation to stresses and disturbances. We need
to know about the fundamental characteristics of vegetation spread. This
information should be gathered with consideration of variability within and
between types. The particular stresses and disturbances that we have in mind
are those associated with global change, i.e., temperature, precipitation,
radiation, and CO2 changes. We need to develop an understanding of the
interactions between these stresses and (1) community changes and (2)
disturbances such as fire or insects. Stress response studies are needed to
support portions of terrestrial submodels of ESMs that deal with vegetation
response to climate change.

Clouds, aerosol chemistry, and emissions

A fourth area of importance is further studies of aerosols, clouds and
aerosol/cloud/chemical interactions. Items of importance are the settling
velocity of aerosols, effects of precipitation on aerosol distribution, wet and dry
deposition of aerosols, and emissions from vegetation. There is a particular
need for an evaluation of the sources of aerosols and any exchange between
surface landscape characteristics of the Earthand atmospheric aerosols.

We also recommend detailed and updated inventories of hydrocarbon
emissions from various sources. This applies to urban sources as well as those
of biological origin. With respect to the biosphere, work needs to be done to
determine the CO2 emissions for each biome as a function of controlling state
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variables.Hydrocarbonemissionsfromplantspecies arealso necessaryfor a
full assessmentof ecophysiological feedbacks.

A handbook of data sets

As a final remark,we would like to suggestthatEPA consider
• commissioninga thoroughliteraturereview in the areasdiscussedin this report

with anaim to developinga handbookof datasets to be used in ESMs. Such an
exercise wouldquickly showspecific areasin which data was lacking. Such a
handbookwould reduceredundancyandbe very _rtant in planning.
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Conclusion

These recommendations represent ourview based on discussions at the
recent EPA meeting and our understanding of ESM needs and goals. They are
by no means exhaustive.

A theme which emerges from our simple considerations is that some
well-planned fiarJXparametric and sensitivity studies, using current-
generation coupled Earthsystem model components, along with simplistic
proxy models of terrestrialbiospheric and biogeochemical processes, could
furmsh valuable information to help guide the development of a longer-term
plan for research supporting ESM development. This theme is rooted in the
premise that the importance of various ESM component processes can be
fully assessed only from the perspective of a complete coupling of that
process into the ESM context. That is, the question, "How well must a given
process be modelled7" cannot be answered in isolation, but rather requires a
careful blend of process research and coupled model studies.
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Progress Report on Terrestflsl Model Development: Resurch in Support of the
CERES Esrth System Modeling Project

J.R. Kercher1, J.Q. Chambers2,4, J.S. Amthor1, M.C. Axelrod 3
1Health and Ecological Assessment Division, L-256,

2Global Climate Research Division,3Engineering Research Division
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, University of California,

Livermore, CA 94550
and 4Department of Biological Sciences

University of California, Santa Barbara, CA 95616

Introduction and Scope of Work

Although them is only a developing understanding of the many processes
affecting and coupling the atmosphere, oceans, and land systems of the Earth, we arc
embarked on an effort to construct a prototype model (CERES) of the full Earth System.
As part of this effort, we have proposed to EPA to construct an Earth System Framework
for the CERES model that supports flexible, modular development, coupling, and
replacement of Earth System submodel components. Additionally for this project, we
have been under:aken the intensive study of processes internal to the Terresmal
Ecosystem component of the Earth System and intensive development of the
corresponding Terrestrial System models. We are motivated by the desire to start
exploration of the many coupling processes and to improve understanding of their
importance and the degree to which our ability to represent each must be improved. As a
step toward the long-term objective set by the U.S. Global Change Research Program of
developing a predictive understanding of the Earth system for use in evaluating the
effects of changing greenhouse gas and aerosol concentrations, w e are now constructing
a framework model that includes the UCLA atmospheric general circulation model
AGCM (Arakawa and Lamb 1977), the ocean general circulation model of the
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (Manabe et al. 1991), the LLNL atmospheric
chemistry model GRANTOUR(Walton et al. 1988, Penner et al. 1991), the land surface
model Biosphere-Atmosphere Transfer Scheme (BATS) (Dickinson et al. 1986), and
models of the terrestrial ecosystem that we are constructing and are described in this
report.

The atmosphere is strongly influenced by the boundary conditions at the Earth's
surface. The boundary conditions are, in turn, determined by the state of the ecosystems
on the land portion of the globe. The interactions between the atmospheric state (weather
and climate) and land ecosystems work in both directions. The atmospheric state
influences the distribution and growth of vegetation on the land surface and the state of
vegetation influences the climate. Secondly, the biological influences on the cycling of
carbon, nitrogen, etc. on the land surface affect atmospheric concentrations of carbon
dioxide, nitrogen oxides, etc. Likewise, the concentrations of these compounds in the
atmosphere affect their deposition and biological uptake. Thus, to simulate the dynamics
of the greenhouse gases and climate change, the model must include the biology
occurring at the Earth's surface.

Areas of Study. The terrestrial ecosystem subproject has two specific areas of
study. The first area is the terrestrial contribution to biogeochemical cycling within the
Earth System. Our objectives within this f'_rstarea are: (1) to develop a globally
distributed model of terrestrial ecosystem productivity and elemental cycling (TERRA)
usingagridstructuresimilartothatofa generalcirculationmodel(C_M); (2)tolinkthis
modeltotheCERES submodelsofatmosphericchemistryandoceanbiogeochemistry;
and(3)tousethiscoupledsystemtoexplorethedynamicsofglobalbiogeochemical
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c._les andgreenhousegas concentration. Thesecond areaof studyis the interactionsof
ate andlandecosystems. Ourobj_uves withinthis secondareaare:(1) to develop

models of vegetationresponseto climate (HABITAT);(2) to couple the CERES
atmospheric,landsurface,and HABITATsubmodelstogetheras a fully interacting

• combination;and (3) to studythe dynamicsof climatechangeand vegetationresponse.

Progress Prior to October 1992

' While theEPA projectbegan in FY93, EPA has achievedconsiderableleverage
of its fundsbecauseof the terrestrialmo_.l developmentthatbegan in FY92 under the
auspicesof the EarthSystem ModelingDirector'sinitiativefundedfromthe internal
LaboratoryDirectedRese,archprogram. In FY92, we developed the local ecosystem
productivityand biogeochemicalcycling model fromwhich_ global model is
constructed. Thelocal ecosystem model is a genericproductivity-and-cyclingmodel that
calculates waterfluxes of evaporation,transpiration,and runoff;carbonfl_. of gross
primaryproductivity,linerfall, and respiration;and nitr?genfluxes of vegetationuptake,
litterfall,mineralization,and system loss. The state variablesaresoil watercontent,
carbonin live vegetation, carbonin soil, nitrogenin live vegetation,organicnitrogen in
soil and litter,and availableinorganicnitrogenaggregatingnitrites,nitrates,and
ammonia. The waterbalancemodel is basedonthe DAYTRANSmodel of Running
(1984) and the cycling model is based onTEM of Raichet al (1991).

Description of TERRA. We haveconstructedthe grid-cellmodel for the 17
vegetationtypes. The five ordinary,coupled, nonlineardifferentialequations for the five
carbon andnitrogenstate variablesarebased onTEM (Raichet al. 1991) with their
structuregiven by

_-_-.t.= Cj(l- r,¢)f,(PAR.Co.T.ys.AE;{p,I)-K,(1-rs_/)y,f,(T;{p,})-IC/_ay, (1)dt

dY2= I_,y,- IQy2f,(T.SM;{p_}) (2)dt

dy3= N_ysf,(ys.T.ys;[p_})_Ls¢iC/.uy,f,({p,}) (3)d:

= LscK_y,f,({p,})-[N,ysfs(y,.y,.T.SM;lp,})+IQy,fs(T.$M;{p,])] (4)dt

_-_-- N_ +[N_ysf_(ys,y2,T,$M;{pt})+ IC_y4f3(T,$M;{pi})]
(5)

Ny,

where yl is the carboncontentof vegetation(g C m'2), y2 is the carboncontent of the soil
• (g C m-2),Y3is the content of nitrogenin vegetation(g N m-2),Y4is theorganicN in soil

and detritus(g N m-2),andY5is the inorganicor availablecontent of nitrogenin soil (g N
m'2). The unitof time (t) is years. PAR is the photosyntheticallyactive radiation0V

• m'2), Ca is the concentrationof CO2 in the atmosphere(ttl 1-1),7'is the air temperature
(deg C), AE is the actualevapotranspimtion(m), {Pi}is the set of model parameters,SM
is the soil watercontent (percentof saturation),and Y6is a unitlessstate variable
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governing allocation whe.recarbon assimilation is maximtred when Y6equals I and
nitrogen uptake is maximized when Y6equals 0. Details of the individual terms and the
functions fl throughf6 in these equations are _ven in Raich et al. (1991). In eq. 1, the
term containing Cmaz is gross primary productivity (GPP) less a portion of growth
respiration (Rg); the term with Kr is plant .m_..tenance respiration (Rm) less the remaining
growth respiration; and the term with Kfall Is litterfall (Lc). Ill eq. 2, the term containin"g
Kd is soil respiration (Rh). In eq. 3, the term with Nmaz is plant uptake of nitrogen; the
LN¢ term is the nitrogen loss from plant due to litterfalL In eq. 4, the N_v term is nitrogen
immobilization by bacteria, and the Kd term is the rate of nitrogen release by
decomposition and mineralization. In eq. 5, the N/nwt term is the input of nitrogen from
outside the grid cell (dryfall, wetfall, and fixation); ihe NLOSS term is the loss of nitrogen
from the system (nitrogen loss due to nitrogen content of leachate and runoff and
nitrification to gaseous compounds).

The parameters that are fixed by calibration are Cmaz, the maximum gross fixation

of carbon (maximum efficiency of light harvesting x maximum rate of carbon uptake by

Calvin cycle × maximum rate of transfer of carbon into leaf x maximum leaf area inde-:)
(g m-2 yrl); Kr, specific respiration rate of vegetation extrapolated to 0" C (g C respi_ 4

g-I C standing crop yr'l); Kfall, specific litterfall rate (g C fitterg.l C standing crop
vegetation yr-l); Kd, specific soil respiration rate ( g C soil respiration g-I C soil cadx,_
yr-l); Nmax, maximumrate of N uptake by vegetation in g N m-2 yrl; LNC ratio of N to C

in litterfall material (g N g-I C); Nup, maximum ratio of nitrogen immobilized by bacteria
to carbon respired (g N immobilized g-I C respired); NLO$S, specific rate of loss of
nitrogen from the soil system (g N lost g-I N in available [labile, mobile] compartment
yr'l). The parameter rgrfis the fraction of (GPP - Rm) that is assumed to be lost to
growth respiration.

Calibration of TERRA. During calibration for each of the 17 vegetation types,
the values of the eight parameters for the grid cell model listed above are adjusted to
satisfy the conditions that (1) the system is in steady state; (2) the input to the carbon
vegetation compartment over one year is equal to observed net primary productivity
(NPP) plus total plant respiration (RESPAUTO); (3) total plant respiration equals
RESPAUTO; (4) total litteffall equals NPP; (5) total soil respiration equals NPP; (6) total
nitrogen lost by the system equals total input (N/nput); (7) total nitrogen taken up over the
year equals NUPTAKE; (8) total transferof nitrogen from plants to soil organic nitrogen
f_oualsNUPTAKE; and (9) net mineralization equals NUPTAKE. The hdtial conditions

r the state variables and values of NUPTAKE, NPP, and RESPAUTO for the 17
vegetation types are given by McGuire et al. (1992). During calibration, the grid cell
model is run iteratively annually varying the 8 calibration parameters until steady state is
achieved.

We have calibrated these eight parameters for the 17 vegetation types using data
for GPP, NPP, and NUPTAKE found in McGuire et al (1992). We used values of N/nput
found in Raich et al. (1991) and Lyons et al. (1990). Data for climatic variables were
taken from Muller (1982) and NOAA (1974). Details of the calibration procedure can be
found in Kercher et al. (1992), In Table 1, we show the results of the calibration for the
eight parameters. The parameters determined in the calibration are in agreement with
general notions of ecosystem behavior. The tropical forests stand out with the highest
potential productivity (Cmaz); next come the temperate forests and tall grasslands,
followed by the boreal forests, short grassland, and arid shrublands, i.e., highly s_
systems. Cmax is the intrinsic rate of fixation for leaf tissue. The effect of other factors
on productivity such as length of the growing season, light, temperature, precipitation,
and soil moisture are accounted for elsewhere in the model. Thus the variation in Cmax
suggests an ecosystem-level generalization of a phenomanen frequently observed at the
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_es level (Grime 1979), i.e., that stress-adapted systems do not necessarily maximize
energy fixation. The significance of this result is that there are indeed subtle adaptations
of these systems that can affect carbon biogeochemical cycling and hence in an Earth
System scheme one must account for vegetation type.._..e value of Kr, is low _orforests,

• intermediate for woodland, savanna, and shrubland, and high for grassland and
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Table 1. The calibratedvalues of the TERRAmodel areshownfor the 17 vegetation
types.

lllJIIIIII I I I IIIIII I II I 111 Illll II I

vesctm ' Cm_(lO4 Kr Xfd Xd _N,,_ LNC N_ NWSS
m-2y-t) (y-l) _-Q (Fl) q;m?2y.l) {10-3) (rt_

Polar 1.61 0.30 0.14 0.011 2.8 7.7 -_).19 0.024
r_m(t)

Wet/Moist 1.73 0.30 0.16 0.0072 4.7 6.7 -0.25 0.024
Tumdm(2)

soa_ 1.26 0.088 0.077 0.013 7.6 s.s -0.23 0.95
Woodland(3)

Boreal _,.40 0.024 0.024 0.019 11 13 -0.14 0.74
ForeM(4)

Temperate 2.32 0.014 0.012 0.016 10 7.9 -0.089 0.51
Conifmem
Forest(5)

Arid 0.718 0.076 0.21 0.0044 4.3 24 -0.14 0.065
Shmbland(6)

Short 1.21 0.19 0.65 0.024 4.4 17 -0.67 0.45
Gmsshmd(7)

Tall 2.97 0.20 0.68 0.0082 3.9 12 -0.28 0.23
Caauteud(8)

Temperate 2.29 0.074 0.22 0.054 6.6 12 -1.46 0.16
Savanna(9)

Temperate 2.01 0.018 0.042 0.037 12 12 -0.36 0.23
Deciduoes
Forest (10)

Temperate 3.18 0.026 0.044 0.038 9.5 9.9 -0.40 0.25
Mixed
Forest (11)

Temperate 1.88 0.024 0.048 0.037 17 8.3 --0.48 0.54
Evergreen
Forest(12)

Meditenmmm 2.27 0.098 0.12 0.012 8.1 26 --0.48 0.19
Shrubland(13)

Tropical 2.17 0.11 0.30 0.030 14 23 -0.34 0.39
Savanna(14)

Xemmorphlc 2.62 0.10 0.13 0.015 9.0 25 --0.54 0.16
Woodland(15)

Tropical 6.44 0.061 0.060 0.023 17 38 -1.86 0.90
Deciduous
Forest(16)

Tropical 5.10 0.044 0.046 0.010 16 23 -0.71 2.1
Evergreen

tundra.This variation compensates for the simple structure(a single vegetation
compartment)of the originalTEM local ecosystem model. If we separateout the plant
partsinto leafy, bole, root components,etc, we shouldfmd that Kr is similar for similar
components. This suggests that a morew.Jdisticdefinitionof state variablesis an
improvementindicatedfor TERRA. Note thatthe calibratedvalues of the litterfall
turnoverrateKfall. is low for forests, intermediatefor woodland,savanna,and tundra,and
high for grasslands. Thatis those systems withperennialwoody partshave low values
whereas those systems consistingmainly of leafy partsthatturnover once a yearhave
high values. This variationalso compensatesfor the single vegetationcompartmentof
the local communitymodel. The polar values and tropicalvalues of Kd arerelatively low
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while the umnpcra_systems haverelativelyhighbase mte_of decomposition. The
lowest values of
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Table 2. Total systemsensitivity (St) of the model parameterk of the gridcell cycling
model. In this tablewe show allparametersfor which (St) >0.2 for five of the 17
vegetationtypes. (St) is def'me_to representtheaveragefractionalchangefor all five
carbon/nitrogenpools.

W.uuoist_ T.,,,z.,m_- T_ _ _aS..u zmp_.ze_ ......

i i i H i i i i ........

Mopt 0.72 Mopt 1.33 Mopt l.q) Mopt 1.73 PV 0.40
Srfa/btp 0.72 FC 0.32 £d 0.37 gd 0.32 Rootdp 0.40
FC 0.58 r,,d 0.30 PV 0.35 b 030 FC 039
Srfalbwi 038 PV 0.27 ltomdp 0.35 Mat 0.28 £d 035

PV 0.34 Rootdp 0.27 FC 0.28 FC 0.28 Cmax 0.29
Root# 0.34 Mat 0.26 M#at 0.27 PV 0.26

£d 0.26 Kfall 0.22 Nup 0.26 Rootdp 0.23

Nup 0.24 gfall 0.24 g'fa// 0.27

grail 0.23 Nmax 0.22 Topt 0.21
VCN 0.20 Cmax 0.20
b 0.20

iq i .HI i |l __ i lllH ill i, i i i ii

Table 3. Changein carbonsequestration(A C in kg m-2)with a 10 percentincreasein
each parameter.Theseentriesare for allchanges in carbon greaterthan 0.4 kg m-2.

i

Wet/Moist Ttmdm Tempm'ate Temperate TropicutlSavanna TropicalEvm'lpeen
Coniferouseot_ut DeciduomForest .... eorwt' ,ii i

Pmmmter A C Psrameter A C Parameter A C Psramewr & C Pmmm_ AC

....... ,,o,; .........................Mopt 2.8 4.3 Mopt 2.6 Mopt 3..3 PV -2.7

Srfalbm 2.8 LNC -3.0 EfaU -1.1 b 0.7 Rootdp -2.7
PV 1.0 PV -2.9 LNC -I.0 l_l -0.5 FC -2.6

Rootdp 1.0 Rootdp -2.9 PV .0.9 LNC -0.5 Cmax 2.4

Xd 4).8 K/all -2.7 Root# -0.9 LNC -1.6
Cmax 0.6 FC -2.1 Nmax 0.9 Mr -1.2

Nmax 1.7 Cmax 0.8 Kd -1.0

N_ -z.s N_p -0.6 xfau -1.o
Cmaz 1.5 FC .0.5 ki .0.9

Xr -1.3 tc -0.5 NLOSS -0.8
tnz .1.3 NO, -O.S
ti .z.3 t,a -0.8
kc -1.2 tc .0.8

C_zrl 1.1 Nmax 0.7

Topt .1.1 a 0.7
rain 1.0 a 0.5

M_rat 0.7

VCN 0.7

/A/max .0.7
roll I Ill II nlnn IIN I Illll II In Ill I I IMI n I I Ul IllI II|lll
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NanmdXtearefor polarsystems andaridsystems;the highestvalues are for tropicalforests
mperateevergreens)with_ rest of _ temperatesystems and borealsystems at

intermediateto high values. The highestrat/osof fitterN to.litterC of LNC are in the
tropicsandthe lowest values ere in the polarandborealregtons. _ v_.ues.of N/,O58
reflect the datavalues takenfrom the literatureandused for the calibrationinput. 1_ey

' correspondclosely with the inputvalues.
Sensitivity.Analysis of Total System Response of Grid Model. We have

examined the senslt/vity of the grid-_:eUmodel for each of the 17 vegetationtypes to
' changes in the model parameters.We f'wstranthe model with each parameterset to its

nominalvalue. Then,one by one, we increasedeach parameterby 10% and50% and ran
the model to steadystate to determinethe new outputvalues. In thispaper,we report
only on the resultsof calculationfor the 10% increasein parametervalues.

We def'methe sensitivity $/t of the state variableI to the parameterPt by

$" = "Pk,.. - P,_.,_
Pk, tsmMui

For IS/kl- 1 or IS_ > 1, we consider the variablek to be sensitive to parameteri and,
speaking colloquiany, we referto the parameteras sensitive. ForIS/kl< O.1, we consider
the variableto be insensitive. To get an indicationof the sensitivity of the system as a
whole to the parameterPt, we define

(s.)=.,,.,. (7)
In Table 2, we show (St) for which (St) > 0.2 for five vegetation types. In Table 2,
Rootdp is the root depth (m) for the soil texture class and vegetation class with values
from Vorosmarty et al. (1989). PV is the pore volume as the fractionof soil volume for
the soil texture class as found using data from Voro_arty et al. (1989) and Ralch et aL
(1991). LA/moz is the maximum leaf area index for the vegetation class. Data for
/.A/_ were taken from Dickinson (1986) andLamber (1980). $rfalbspand $rfalbwi are
the albedos for springand winter,respectively. The data for albedos aretakenfrom
Matthew's(1984). All otherparametersin Table 2 aredef'medandtheir values given in
Raichet al. (1991).

Mopt is the value of soil moistureat whichsoil respirationis maximum. Note that
Moptis the most importantparameterfor fouroutof the five vegetation types in Table 2.
It appearsin anexponentof the function giving soil respiration,hence the extreme
sensitivity of the model to thisparameter.Soil respirationaffects both carbon and
nitrogencontent of the soil. Albedo is importantin the northernmostsystems only.
Albedoenters into themodel by affecting the radiationbalancethat determines
transpirationand ultimatelysoil moisture. PV, Rootdp and FC affect soil moisture

• content. They have similar(5) values across the five systems. For the non-tundra
systems, the other system sensitivities areless than 0.4 except forMopt. The

. decompositionrateparameterKd is a moderately sensitive parameteracross all five
systems. This is becauseof its effect onsoil organic content. Transfersinto the soils
(Kfall)for the two temperate forestarealso moderatelysensitive parameters. To have
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moderately high (5) values, a parameter usually has to affect levels in all or most of the
carbon and nitrogen pools. Litteffall rate, K/aU,which appezrs in four system in Table 2,
and soil moisture saturation level, M_t, wlu_chappears in three system, have the property
of affecting both carbon and nitrogen pools. Some parameters only appear once above
the cutoff level: C:N ratio of vegetation VC.Nin tundra, albedo only in tundra, Nmaxonly
in temperate deciduous forest, and temperature of maximum CO2 assimilation Topt in
tropical savanna.

Sensitivity of Total Carbon Sequestration of the Grid Model. As part of our
sensitivity analysis, we calculate the change in the total carbon content of the system
(Y1+Y2)as each parameteris increased by 10%. The results of this calculation are shown

for the five vegetation types in Table 3 with the results given in kg m"2. The parameter a
is a proportionality constant used in calculating diffuse radiation from the solar constant,
absorption of the solar beam, solar altitude, and direct radiation. The value for this
parameter is from Turton (1986). Cldparl is the percent of total radiation as PAR at
100% cloud cover. Values for this parameter is given in Raich et al. (1991). All other
parameters in Table 3 are defined above or in Raich et al. (1991).

Note that an increase in Kd decreases total carbon sequestration above the cutoff
level in three systems of the five. In these systems, an increase in Kd respires more
carbon from the soft, giving a net loss of carbon. Increasing PV, Rootdp, and FC cause
a decrease in soil carbon greater than 0.4 kg m"2in three out of five system due to a loss
in soil carbon coming from increased respiration. This inc_ respiration is due to the
change in soil moisture coming from inc_ soil water capacity. Tundra shows a net
increase of carbon due to an increase in soil carbon from a decrease in soil respiration
from the change in soil moisture as PV and Rootdp increase. Not surprisingly, an
increase in the gross productivity rate Cm_xincreases carbon sequestering. Also
increasing the nitrogen uptake rate of plants (Nmaz) has a similar effect. Increasing the
litteffall rate Kfqu dec_ total carbon sequestered. The parameters ki and kc are the
half-maximum levels of GPP for light and atmospheric CO2, respectively. Increasing
either parameter decreases carbon content of the system.

The two systems with relatively small biomass carrying capacity (tundraand
savanna) have relatively few parameters causing changes above the cutoff of 0.4 kg m -2.
The forest systems with larger biomass have more parameters affecting changes above
the cutoff level. Increasing microbial immobilization in the forest systems (Nup)
decreases stored carbon. Increasing the rate of nitrogen loss from the system (NI.OSS)for
the tropical forest result in a decrease in carbon pools. An increase in the C:N ratio for
litteffall (LN¢) for all three forests aad tropical savanna produces a substantial loss of
carbon from the systems. This effect is mediated by a correcting change in the )'6
variable to maintain the C:N ratio in vegetation. Note the idiosyncrasies among
sensitivities of the different systems. For example, increasing plant respiration Kr
produces substantial losses of carbon for both temperate coniferous forests and tropical
evergreen forests but not for temperate deciduous forests. Another example is that the
parameter b, which determines leaf area index from actual evapotranspiration, is
important for tropical savannas and for no other system.

Development of the Model of Vegetation Response to Ciinmte (HABITAT).
We have begun a program of development of models of the response of vegetation to
climate. That is, we assume that environmental variables, principally, climate in
conjunction with soil properties, determine the vegetation life forms growing in any
specific locality. In this program of model development, we will proceed in four stages:
(1) investigation of existing methods of determination of vegetation type; (2)
development of static, rule-based or statistical classification schemes; (3) development of
physiologically-based classification schemes; and (4) development of fully dynamic
models of production, succession, dieback, and invasion. Neilson et al. (1992) have
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developed a role-basedbiome model for temperateecosystems. Woodward(1987)
suggested a physiologicalapproachto studyvegetation.distribution.The dynamical
model will be basedon extensionsof pastforestmodeling approaches(Botkinet al. 1972,
Kercherand Axelrod 1984, and Kercheret al. 1988). In thispaper,we reporton an

. investigationin stage 1. Manyauthors(e.g., Box 1981,Reed andWaring 1974,
Woodward1987) have suggestedthatactualandpotentialevapotranspirationvariables
aremoreclosely relatedto thecorrectbiological variablesdeterminingvegetation
responseto climate thansimple climaticvariablessuch as temperatureantiprecipitation.

' However,we will f'LrStinvestigate the variablesintroducedby Holdridge(1967) before
moving on to more biologically realisticvariables.

Holdridge(1947, 1967)assumedthatthe differentiationand physiognomyof
vegetation undernaturalconditions areso highlycorrelatedto climatic conditionsthata
completeclassificationof vegetation can be accomplishedby an appropriateclassification
of climate. His classificationof climateis based on two variables:biotemperatureand
meanannualprecipitation.The biotemperatureis similarto growing degreedays, and is
defined as the mean monthlytemperatureof all monthlytemperaturesgreaterthanzero
degreesCelsius. Holdridgedef'mesa life zone as a convex set of points in the
biotemperature-rainfallplane (thisplane uses 60 degreetiltedaxes and a logarithmic
scale) with a hexagonalboundary.A graphof the Holdridgelife zones has a honeycomb
appearance-- a cont_gnousset of non-overlappinghexagonalcells. By construction,the
Holdridgemethodgives a perfectcorrelationbetweenclimate and vegetation,each type
of vegetation would belong to one and only one life zone. Whittaker(1975) has _uggested
a similar2-dimensionalplanefor specifying vegetationbiogeography.

It is instructiveto look at the Holdridgesystemof life zones from the point of
• view of statisticalclassification theory.Let_= { o_t,.., o_} be the finite set of N

vegetation classifications(Holdridgehas N= 39). Let 74be a convex subsetof the
environmentalplane (biotemperatureand totalannualrainfall),and x be a point in the
environmentalplane. For the Holdridgesystem, x consists of two components:xl=
biotemperatureand x2= totalannualrainfall.Theprobabilitythat thevegetation typev at
a particularland point on the surfaceof the earthwill be classified as o&,given that the
climate x at that point is a memberof subsetZk is given by a straightforwardapplication
of Bayes formula:

P(xEz.) (s)

where P(a) is the probabilitythata is trueandP(alb) is the probabilitythata is truegiven
thatb is true. The convex sets Zt in the Holdridgesystem arehexagons,and in its
simplest formthe Holdridgesystem requiresthat:

P(v=co._ _ Zt)= 1 (9a)
and

P(x E Zt_= oJtj= 1 (9b)

Equation9a is theconditionthat all the pointswhose climate belongs to a particular
hexagonZt musthave vegetation of typeo&. Thatis, all the points inside a climate

• hexagonmust mapto only one vegetationtype. Likewise,eq. 9b enforces that all places
on earththat have vegetation type o_tmusthaveclimate of typeZk. That is, all vegetation
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of type o_ must map to inside the climate hexagon Zt. Combining eqs. 8, 9a, and 9b, we
find

P(v= mk)= P(x e Z,) (10)

under the Holdridge assumptions and we see thata given vegetation type occurs only as
frequently as the set of climatic conditions defined by the corresponding life zone.

Note that for any classification scheme, in the absence of any climatic information
the best prediction one can make for cotis that tot with the maximum probability.
Therefore an essential property of any classification/prediction of vegetation from climate
must be:

Furthermore, the subsets Zt should be disjoint and span the environmenta_lspace.
We can test how well the Holdridge variables, biotemperature and total annual

rainfall (on a logarithmic scale) meet these essential properties by using the global data
sets of vegetation classification (Matthew's 1983) and of mean monthly temperature and
mean monthly precipitation (Leemans and Cramer 1990). This exercise is described in
the next section. We emphasize that we are not testing the Holdridge approach per se,
because in its simplest form the Holdridge approach classifies climate. Rather we are
asking whether or not this climate classification scheme uniquely predicts vegetation
classes.

Vegetation Types in the Holdridge Plane. We extracted the Matthew's and the
Leemans and Cramer data sets from a large global data base (NGDC 1991). The
vegetation data are gridded on a 1"x 1"grid and are developed from vegetation maps
collected from authorities over the globe. Leemans and Cramer (1990) produced 0.5" x
0.5" gridded data from individual weather station data that were averaged over 20-30
years and then interpolated to the grid over the continents. After extraction of the
datasets from the NGDC databases, we entered the data into the S programming
environment (Becker et al. 1988) for data analysis in which all manipulations and
analyses reported below were done. We take each grid cell to be one data point. We first
plotted the box plots (Tukey 1977) of the interquartile range and total range for all 30
vegetation types for both the mean of the monthly temperatures greater than 0" C
(Holdridge biotemperature or BT) and total annual precipitation (TAP). There was
substantial overlap of the interquartile ranges for both variables. We next considered the
positions of the vegetation clusters in the Holdridge plane (BT-TAP plane). We used the
convex hull approach for this analysis (Efron 1965, Barnett 1976, Bebbington 1978).
The outermost convex hull is the outermost set of points that when connected form a
convex polygon (no "dents'). Inside this outer hull, there is another hull and inside this
hull is yet another, just like the peels of an onion. In fact trimming convex hulls from a
data cluster is sometimes referred to as "peeling". To show the center or modal point of
each cluster for a vegetation type, we peel all convex hulls down to the last or innermost
hull and take the average of the points in this hull. These centers for the 30 vegetation
types of Matthew's in the Hoidridge plane are shown in Fig. la. It appears from this
diagram that the two Holdridge variables may be able to discriminate between vegetation
types. To test this, we need to plot the outer boundaries of the clusters and examine them
for overlap.

We found some examples of outlier contamination of the data when we examined
plots of the convex hulls. To eliminate outtiers, we investigated two schemes of

discarding convex hulls: one using the density of points per unit area in the Holdridge
variable plane and the other using the area of the convex hull peels. However, there was
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noconsistentpatternproduc_ by these methodsuponwhichto basea criteriaof
trimmingoutliersby discardinghulls. Instead,we _ a conservativeapproachto

presentthe dataconsistingof generalizin_gthe interquartilerangethatis used in boxplots.
In boxplot diagrams,only those data points lying between the 25th and 75thpercentile

are in the box. Data points lying outsidethese quartiles,i.e., 50% of the data, areoutside
" the box. The generalizationof the boxfrom 1-dimensionto 2-dimensionsts theconvex

hullsuch that50% of the data
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points lie on or withinthe hull. The otherhalfof the datais outsidethisparticularhull,
which we referto as the 50th-percentilehulL The 50th-percentilehullsarea very
conservativerepresentationof the datain that halfof the dataarediscarded,thus
removing the outliers. If theresulting50th-percentilehulls haveclear andsubstantial
overlap, it indicates that the variablesin thattwo dimensionalspace will not.".di._,riminate

• between the clusters. In Fig. lb, we plotthe 50th-percentile.hullsin theHoldndge plane
for the 30 vegetation _ of Matthew's. We see thatthe.rem substantialoverlapof..tl_e
50th-percentilehullsm Fig. lb. We thereforeconclude tuatthe two Holdridgevarianies

• are insufficientto discriminatebetween the 30 vegetationtypes of Matthew's.We expect
thatthe informationcontainedin thedistributionof temperatureand precipitation
throughoutthe yearand theircorrelationswill also be neededto separatethese clusters; in
addition,monthlyactualand potential evapommspirationmay also be neededto achieve
separation.

Progress From October 1992 to September 1993

Global Terrestrial Productivity and Biogeochemical Cycling Model
Development and Preliminary Calculations. DuringFY93, we completed
implementationof the full global modelof TERRA. The global versionwas
implementedon a 1"×1"gridcoveting the Earth'sland surface. The local site model is
executed withineach gridcell. There aretwo versions of the global TERRAmodel: one
operatingat a daily time stepand one operatingat a monthlytime step.

The global model requiresinputs of vegetationtype, averagemonthly
)emperature,monthlyprecipitation,averagedaily maximumtemperaturefor the each
month, averagedaily minimumtemperaturefor each month, relative humidity or dew
poin_ cloudiness,CO2concentration,nitrogendeposition,andsoil textureclass. From
these variablesand the latitudeof each gridcell, other variablessuch as PAR or net
radiationarecalculated.

For the vegetation-typedata, we currentlyuse the vegetation-typedata set of
Matthews (1983) for setting the vegetationtypewithineach gridcell. Eventually
HABITAT will supply this informationto TERRA. The determinationof vegetationtype
then fLXesthe parametersof the genetic model for each gridcell. The Matthew'sdata set
is based on a 30-memberaggregatedset that covers the types set by UNESCO. TERRA
transformsthe 30 types of Matthewsonto 17ecosystem types. For the environmental
variableof averagemonthlytemperature,monthlycloudiness,and averagemonthly
precipitation,we use the griddeddata sets of Leemansand Cramer(1990). For the soil
textureclass data,we use the griddedglobal data baseof Zobler(Stauband Rosenzweig
1987). All of these data bases arefoundin NGDC (1991). DuringFY93, all thesedata
bases were accessed and datareformattedto be suitablefor inputinto theglobal version
of TERRA.

No griddeddata bases exist for the otherremainingdatainputs to TERRA.
DuringFY93, we bagananeffort to develop ourown globally griddeddata bases for
these inputneeds. See below for progresson thiseffort. While thiseffort to rigorously
develop griddeddata bases fromactualstation data was ongoing, we have created
artificialstrawmendata bases as a temporarymeasureto allow us to proceedwith
developmentof the global versionof TERRA and to explore the propertiesof TERRA.
Strawmendata bases for averagedailymaximumand minimumtemperaturesforeach

' month were createdfromthe monthlyaverage temperaturedata base byaddingor
subtractingthe appropriateamount foundby averaging these differences for a selected
subsetof stationdata. An estimate for the dewpointwas takento be the averagedaily

" minimum. Thenumberof days with rainpermonthe wereestimatedby reviewing
selected station data. Nitrogen inputswere estimatedon a biome basis using the nitrogen
inputsfor the calibrationsites. After full implementationof CERES,nitrogeninputs for
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TERRAwill be from depostioncalculationsmadeby the atmosphericchemistryand
transportmodel.

DuringFY93, we madea trialcalculationof the global model of TERRA.
TERRAwas runto steadystatein a standalone calculationwith datafile inputs. The
annualglobal net primaryproduction(NIP = grossprimaryproduction- plant
respiration)calculatedby TERRAwas 52.0 gigatonsC yr-1. This comparesfavorably
with thevalue of 53.2 gigatons C yr-1 calculatedby Melillo et al. (1993) using TEM.
TERRAcalculates severalfluxes and pools thatcan be comparedto othercalculations or
measurements.Forexample, thecalculationof actualevapotranspiration(AZF)
generallyagreeswith previouscalculationsof AETover large landareas [i.e. Geiger
(1965) as citedby Leith (1975)], although some discrepanciesoccurwhich seem to be
attributableto thedetails of the vegetationdata baseused by TERRA. TERRA
calculationsalso show high levels of organiccarbonin tropicalsoils and in high latitude
or tundraand borealsoils. This latterresultis consistentwith theconcernthatthere
exists a potential forsignificantreleases of carbonfromhigh latitudesoils due to rising
temperaturesin the high latitutdes.

In Fig. 2, we show the net primaryproductivity(g m-2) calculatedby TERRA for
January,April, July,and October. The top figures containthe NPP results from TERRA
andthe bottom figuresare the normalizeddifferencevegetationindex (N_VI) derived
fromAdvanced Very High _lution Radiometer(AVHRR)data fromNOAA Polar
OrbitingEnvironmentalSatellites. NDVI is calculatedby

where Cl is the signal receivedby AVHRRin the visible band(0.58 to 0.68 pro) and c2 is
the signal in the infraredband(0.73 to 1.10 pro). Chlorophyllhasmore than three times
the relflectancein the infraredas in the visible region of the sprectrmn.The level of
NDVI is an indicationof foliage LAL NDVI and NPP have been shownto be correlated
withinregions. However,no correlationhas been shown acrossbiomes or at global
scales. Instead, we use the comparisonof NDVI and NIP as an indicationor flag for the
need of furtherstudy. Forexample, if the estimatedNPP (TERRAoutput)is very high in
areasof low foliage (NDVI), this may indicate either thatthe potential vegetation
assumed in TERRAis inconsistent with actual landusepractices,anerrorin the response
of the model to stress,or a misclassificationof vegetationtype. If, on the otherhand,
foliage is observedin areaswith very low estimatedNIP, then either there may be an
errorin the algorithmTERRAuses for calculatingleaf areaindex, an errorin the
algorithmfor the responseof productivityto stress,an errorin the landuse (or vegetation
type)classification or some land areasmayexhibit moderatelevels of foliage yet have
low productivity. In comparingthe NIP and NDVI shown in Fig 2, one shouldalso bear
in mind thatthe NPP calculations forTERRAarebasedon 30-yearclimatic averagesand
is for potential (pre-industrial)vegetationwhereasthe AVHRRsatellite date arevalues
for 1986 and reflect actualland use conditions on the ground. Even with these
differences in mindstrikingparallelsin patternsdo occur. Forexample the morth-south
movementof "greenness"of the Sahelin Africa is trackedover the year The gross
patternsof predictedproductivityandNDVI forthe northernhemispheretemperate,
boreal,and tundrasystems arealso similar. Onthe other hand,anomolous conditions in
southeast asia (India,Burma,Thailand,China,Indonesia,and Australia)suggest landuse
is importantto matchpatterns. In these areas,we mustalso examine the phenologyof
vegetationprocesses and the stressresponse functions.

In Fig. 3, we show total netprimaryproductionplottedagainstlatitutde. Forthis
figure,we have summedthe terrestrialproductivityover longitudebetween each degree
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equatorial in productivity..Therelativesize of net
of latitutde. Thisplot shows the hemisPeakrepheprimaryproductionin the western ande,astemhemtspherenorthof the
equatorreflects the differencein size of NorthAmericaandthe Eurasianland mass. NPP

for the
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Figure 3. Net primary productivity for the western hemisphere, eastern hemisphere, and
globe. Values have been found by summing productivity over all longitude between
degrees of latitude.

northeast, southeast, northwest, and southwest quadrants were 22.6, 9.0, 11,5, and 8.7,
respectively. For NIP vs latitude, there is a peak value for NIP of 0.95 Gt C yr-1 deg-1
in the tropics while northern temperate zone values are between 0.45 and 0.6.

Gridding Ciimtic Data and HABITAT Development. Globally gridded
climatic data bases arc necessary for HABITAT development to follow the program laid
out above. Consequently, an error was begun in FY93 to grid, i.e., interpolate on a grid,
the station data for the various climatic variables that cannot be found in gridded form
such as dew point, average maximum and minimum daily temperature for the month, etc.
We use the Hardy multiquartic method of interpolation for the gridding procedure. This
problem was found to be extremely difficult because of (I) the large number of stations
resulted in the needtoinvert a large dimensional matrixand (2) the high density of
stations in certain land areas produce local problems of ill-conditioning. However, a
procedure was designed to overcome these obstacles by suitable rescaling and domain
decompostion. This effort carried over into FY94.

TERRA Improvements. The shorcomings of TERRA were recognized early on
and a series of modifications were ipjtiated to improve the ability of TERRA to predict
ecosystem behavior under unusual conditions, e.g., high CO2 levels, by introducing more
mechanistic components into TERRA submodels. These modifications needed are (1)
introduction of plant morphological componenst (e.g., leaves, stem, branches, roots,
storage), (2) effects of elevated CO2 on plant photosynthesis and growth (fertilization)
and increase in water-use-efficiency, (3) improved description of senescence and
phenological development, (4) improved description of mechanistic basis of canopy
processes, (5) improved coupling of nitrogen cycle and carbon cycle including effect of
leaf nitrogen on productivity, (5) improved mechanistic description of soft processes and
soil pools of organic matter and nitrogen compounds, and (6) introduction of land use
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I
practices. We beganworkon improvingthesoil submodelin FY93. DuringFY93 we
acquiredCENTURY(Pattonet al. 1987), a model of soil p_, particularlyo.r_anic
matterdecomposition,and DNDC (Li 1991), a model of soil mtmgen dynamics, w,
examinedthe approachesused by CENTURYandDNI_ for the respectiveprocesses
thatthey s_n_ulateand developeda pl.an,for implementingnn.p.mvementsin DNIX_and

" incorporatingDNI_ and CENTURY mtoTERRA. The original design of DNI_ was to
operateovera shorttimespan (aboutI year)and the passivesoil organicmatter(SOM)
pool does not interactwith the active SOM phases. This causes decomposingplant

• residuesto accumulatein thepassive organicphase. Because TERRAwill operateover
longertime spans_ than 50 years),we must accountfor inte.racfionsbetween
active and passivephases. _Y accountsfor these interactions,and the SOM
components of CENTURYwill be used in TERRA insteadof DNI_'s. To incorporate
DN-IX_into TERRA, we will correcterrorsin DNDC firsL Forexample,aftera rainfall
event the.de.nitrificationportionof DNDC runswhile the water-filled-pore-space(WFPS)
of the soil m greaterthan40%for a totalof _n _ys. This meansthatm _ where
rainfallevents exceed 36 peryear, the denitrificationsubmodelexecutes formore than
365 days. Anotherexample is thatLi (1991) chose 40% WFPS asthe transitionpoint
fromaerobicto anaerobicsoil conditions, whereasthere is considerabelevidence that
60% WFPS is thecritical transitionpoint fromaerobicto anaerobicp_. (Davidson
1993). Also, thereis no directeffect of moistureon the denitfificationreduction
sequencein DNI_. Observationsshow that_ soil moistureincreasesbeyond field
capacityand oxygen diffusion is impeded,demtrificauonprocesses initiallyfavor
relatively oxidizedcompoundssuch as NO. As watercontent inc_ still further,
however, oxygen diffusion decreasesmoreand the endproductscontainlarger
percentagesof N20 andN2. However, in DNDC the ratioof NO and N20 in the end
productsis not affectedby the degree of saturation.We will account for theseeffects by
adjustingthe the aerobic-to-anaerobicthresholdshouldbe set at 60% and introducinga
moistureparameterin the reductionsequence. We will also correctthe way the water
submodelof DNDC initializesafter rainevents. The modifiedDNDC will be tested
against field data.

Expected Progress From October 1993 to September 1994

Global Terrestrial Productivity and Biogeochemical Cycling Model
Development and Preliminary Calculations. To date in FY94, we have examined the

net ecosystemproductivity (gross primaryproductivity- plant respiration- soil
respiration)(NEP)for the terrestrialbiosphereof the trialcalculation. InFig. 4, we show

seasonalamplitudeof terrestrialNEPplottedagainstlatitude. For thiscalculation,we
sum terrestrialNEP over longitudefor each degree of latitudeand thenplot the difference

between the monthlymaximum NEP and monthlyminimum. Unlike the peaknearthe
equatorthatNIP shows in Fig. 3, theseasonalamplitudeof terrestrialNEP shows a

minimumnearthe equator. This is becauseof the absenceof seasonality nearthe equator
and the nearbalance each month between carbonfLxationand carbonrespirationfor the
steadystate condition. The largenorthernhemisphere land masses and relativelysmall

southernhemisphere landmasses areevident in the figure.The maximum seasonal
amplitude of netecosystem production(NEP) has a minimum of 0.009 Gt C mo-1 deg-1
at 1"to 2"N reflecting low tropicalseasonalitywhile temperatezone amplitudesrange

, between 0.038 to 0.058. The highestvalues (0.062 to 0.066) occur in the subtropics. In
Fig. 5, we plot 5"latitudeaggregatesof terrestrialNEP(summed over all longitudes)over
the course of the year. Figs. 5a, 5b, 5c, and 5dcontainthe 5"latitude"bins"from 90."N

• to 45"N, from45"N to the equator, fromthe equatorto 45"S, and from45"S to 90 S,
respectively. The data in these _i_.phs arealso plottedas a surfaceplot in Fig. 5e. Note

thatthe northernhemispherehigh latitudesystems net primaryproductionis heatand
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light limitedandNEP is maximumin the middleof summer. As we move south,the
systems
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Amplitude of Seasonal Flux of CO:
From Atmosphere to Land Ecosystem
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Fig. 4. Seasonal amplitudeof netecosystem production(grossproduction.-plant
respiration- soil respiration)plottedagainstlatitude. The horizontalaxis _sin degrees
measured from the NorthPole. Note theminimum amplitudeat the equator.

become more limited by precipitationandnet primaryproductionshifts accordingly.
S',ml.ultaneo_ly, as we move southsoil respirationrespondw. temperatureincreases and
soil respirationalso increaseswithtemperatureandwith motsterseasons of theyear.
These effects combine to shift theNEP peakearlierin theyear in the temperatesystems.
Forthe subtropicsto the tropicsin the northernhemisphere,a lateseason peakin NEP
emerges (Septemberto October). This peaksharplyfalls off as we approachthe equator.
TERRAoutputNEP has been _ for inputto theGRANTOURatmosphereicchemistry
andtransportmodel. Good agreementis obtainedfor the seasonaldynamicsof
atmosphericCO2 for stationsin Scandinaviaand Australia. Forthe MaunaLoa data,we
havegood agreementlate in theyear. Howeverthe MaunaLoa datashows a peak
concentrationin May whereasGRANTOURfTERRAresultsshow a peakCO2
concentrationin January.It is possible thatsubtropicalandtropicallanduse practices
mayproducethisdiscrepancy. We will be exploringthis possibilityfor thebalanceof
FY94.

Gridding Climatic Data and HABITAT Development. DuringFY94, we have
completed development of a procedure to carry out the use of the Hardy Mulfiquartic
techniquefor interpolationandgriddingof global climatic datafrom stationdata. This
procedurehadto divide the landsurfaceup into regionsto overcomethe problemof
reversionof largematricesandthe ill-conditioningcausedby the high densityof stations

• in some areas. The procedureis being automatednow. Duringthe balanceof FY94, the
HardyMultiquarficprocedurewill be used to grid thedatasets monthlywindspeed,
averagedaily maximumandminimum for each month, monthlydew point, monthly

• relativehumidity, and monthlynumberof days with rainfall. From these data,gfidded
data sets will be createdof monthlypotential evapotranspirationand actual
evapotranspiration.These data sets will be used to createa ride-basedmodel for the
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_iq of vegetationto climateby makinguse of the regressionclassificationtree
tile.
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Figure5a. Netecosystemproduction(netCO2fluxintothelandsurface)duringtheyear
for90"N to45"N in 5"latitudeincrements.
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Figure5b.Netecosystemproduction(netCO2fluxintothelandsurface)duringthe year
for45"Nto the equatorin5"latitudeincrements.
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Figure 5c. Netecosystem production(netCO2flux into the landsurface)duringthe year
from the equatorto 45"S in 5"latitude increments.
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Figure5d. Net ecosystem production(netCO2flux into thelandsurface)duringthe year
from 45" S to 90" S in 5"latitudeincrements.
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Figure 6. Land usage for irrigated crops and permanent crops.
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Fig. 7. Land use trends for various land use categories since 1975. Most categories are
stable over this time period.
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Fig. 9 Average global crop yield since 1980.
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Table4. Worldwidecropproductionandcontributionsto global NPP for the topten
crops.

Ci'op Global LandArea "Economic "NPP Annual .....
Production (106 ha) Yield (g C m-2) Net Global
(106 (Global Carbon
metric Average) Fixed
tons) (metricton (109 metric ,

,, ha- tonc
...... 1400 .........Sugarcane 1091 18.0 60.7 0.25
Wheat 551 224 2.46 430 0.96
Rice 520 148 3.50 270 0.39
Maize 479 129 3.70 510 0.66
Sugar beet 297 8.4 35.1 500 0.042
Potato 169 17.7 14.7 160 0.028
Barley 154 76.2 2.22 250 0.19
Cassava 126 15.7 9.80 130 0.020
Sweet 103 9.2 13.6 260 0.024
potato

Soybean 69 55.4 1.86 200 0.11

Total 3559 2.67

,Allcrops 4520

TERRA Improvements. DuringFY94, we have continueddevelopmentof the
soil portionof TERRA. We have begunworkon the improvementsof DNDC outlined
above. This workwill continueduring FY94. Also, we have begun the incorporationof
CENTURY into TERRA. AfterCENTURYis incorporatedinto TERRAandthe
modificationsto DNI_ arecomplete, DNI_ will be combinedwith TERRAand
CENTURY. This effortwill begin in FY94 andwill be completed in FY95. We will test
DNIX_againstfield datainFY95.

We havedeveloped a detailed model of canopyprocess_ includingmomentum
transfer,transpiration,andCO2 diffusionanduptakeby vegetation. This canopymodel
was developed for another projectand tested in the HarvardForest,A simplifiedversion
of thismodel is being developed for inclusioninto TERRA to replacethe TERRA's
calculationsof grossprimaryproductivityand transpirationand to augmentTERRA's
capabilityfor providingboundaryconditions to GCM's. Thisworkwill continuethrough
FY94.

Land Use. We have exploredthe issues of land use in FY94 and will continueto
do so for the balanceof the fiscal year. Ourgoal is to determine how landuse, in general,
andhumankind'sagriculturalpractices,in particular,maysignificantlyaffect
biogeochemicalcycling of carbonand observationsof atmosphericC02 levels, including
the long term trends,observedincreasesin the seasonal amplitude,andphase or seasonal
structureof the seasonalcycle. While landfor permanentcrops(e.g., citrusorchards,
vineyards,etc.) andirrigatedland haveinc_ somewhatover the last 15years (Fig.
6), the overalluse of landfor agriculturehas been relativelystable(Fig. 7). On the other
handcrop andcerealproductionhave increased rather substantiallysince 1980 (Fig. 8).
Thisproductionincrease has been dueto risinglevels of productivity(yield per land
area). In Fig. 9 we show the averageworldwideyield increasesfor fourcereal crops. All
data for Figs. 7, 8, and 9 were takenfromFAO (1992). In Table4, we show the
economic yield productionand biomassyield as NPP in gigatons C yr-1 for the ten crops
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with the highest global production. They..produce a total NPP of about 2.7 Gt C yr-1 and
they account for 78% of the total pmductton for all crops worldwide Assuming that the
remaining crops have the corresponding biomass production on average as the top ten,
then total estimated biomass NPP for all crops should be approximately 3.4 Gt C yr-l.
This value is 6.5% of the global NPP estimated by TERRA for the potential vegeation
case. We conclude that agriculture is a significant component of global NPP and we will
be studying it further during FY94.

#
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